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FIRST AND SECOND 
DEGREES WORKED
Children’s Day to Be Observed 
March 15.
A busy afternoon was passed by 
the members of North Frank/lin 
Grange Saturday, February 27. The 
first and second degrees were work­
ed oa Addie True, Emma Hodgman, 
Elvernja Bachelder. The third and 
fourth degrees will be worked at the 
next meeting, Saturday afternoon, 
March 13 and light refreshments 
served.
Children’s Day will be observed 
Monday, March 15. Program for 
tlie day to be iin charge of the Lec- 
i turer.
Business being disposed of a"treat 
! of apples and popcorn was passed. 
A general good time was pronounced
by all.
ncxutfi I... . _ -
**m uss j f l t t n
“CALIBER RIFLES
When you buy your .22 c a lib r e  
rifl e—rep eater or single shot—b e !  
guided b y  the exam p le of the crack-! 
„ shots and the growing majority of rifle 
users. Get a real gun—a Rentington-UMC.
Go see the dealer who d :splay3 the Red Bail 
M zrk o f  Rem ington-UM  C. Y our sign of Sportsmen’s j 
Headquarters—the Remington-UMC arms you want 
to own, and the ammunition you ought to have.
T o  k e e p  you r gu n  c lea n ed  and lu b r ica ted  right  u * s  R e m  O il  
the near p o w d e r  so lve n t, rust p re v e n ta tiv e , and «uci lu brican t.
Rfmington Arms-Union 
Metallic Cartridge Co.
299 Broadway. New York,
Tho’ Jack Frost is around 
And his presence we feel, 
Soon Spring will be here 
And the song of the reel.
To find out about it, write to 
E D .  G R A N T  f a  S O N S  C O . ,  
K E N N E B A G O ,  M A I N E  
G R A N T S *  C A M P S
B A L D  M O U N T A I N  C A M P S  ° - ,d  |
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme- 
gun tic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto :•:•
road to camps—Telephone connections—Tw o mails daily—Write for free circular. I;J
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r., Bald Mountain Maine
X;:;;;X;X;X;X;:;X^ X;r;X;>X;::i;:;XvX;X*XxX;X^ ;X;X;r;%:j;
Mountain View House |
Mountain View, Maine |
For further  part i cul ars  write  or  a d d r e s s
. L. E .  BOWLEY,
Mountain View, . . .  Maine. %•«
RANOELEY LAKES AND 
DEAD RIVER REGION
A S  A
H U N T IN G  R E S O R T  j
This territory is unsurpassed in M aine. It is easy o f  
access and nearly all the cam ps are open through  the 
Hunting Season. D eer, Bear, Partridge, D uck and 
small gam e are very  abundant.
Th e  S A N D Y  R IVER  i  R AN G ELEY LAKES R AILR O AD
¡¡«Ms a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn- 
■wed upon application to
P. N. BEAL, General Manager/ Phillips, Maine.
Come to my house:—A real home nest.
Just under Mount Bigelow's lofty crest.
« y.U want fiishing, hunting, health and rest 
. nease put my statements to the test, 
w v°m « Just once, you ’ll find it true.
We have them all, and more, to offer you;
,w don’t get worried,—You c m 't get “ blue’ ’
« the center of “ God’s own Country” .
^ HOTEL BLANCHARD, 
"BRATTON MAINE, E. H. GRO.SE, Prop.
Nothing in a Name.
Another of life’s little ironies: 
Pennsylvania’s great gun works are 
located at Bethlehen#! — Columbia 
State.
ICE KICKS UP COUNTY TOWN 
! SERIOUS TROUBLE MEETINGS HELD
Trains Suspended for Few Days 
Now Running on Schedule 
Time.
The heavy rains which last week 
were quite general over the eastern 
state resulted in more or less dam­
a ge  to property.
in Phillips the trouble was serious 
on Davenport flat as it has been in 
years past several times, covering 
ti e track of the Sandy River & 
Rangeley Lakes railroad and causing 
the suspension of trains. A big 
gorge of ice in the river backed 
the water a,cross the flat. The 
bridge at Black Brook was taken 
out, and several other bridges nar­
rowly escaped.
The mail for Rangeley was trans­
ferred by team for a few days, but 
the tracks were cleared, repairs 
made, bridge built, etc., in three 
days and the train running cn sched­
ule time Monday.
W. H. Casweiti, master mechanic, 
>took some snapshots of the ice which 
we shail hope to show in Maine 
Woods soon.
The river is now running through 
Will Davenport’s kind, and undoubt­
edly he will b© damaged more or 
less on this account.'
FISH AND
GAME LAWS
Greenville Man M akes Answer to
SALEM
March 1.
At the town meeting held to-day, 
the following officers were elected: 
Town Clerk, Edgar Wills; Treasur­
er, Wesley Task; First Selectman, 
Edgar Wills; Second Selectman, J. 
B. Harris; Third Selectman, J. A. 
Ellsworth; Read Com., G. E. Berry.
W E L D
‘ March 1.
At the annual town meeting held 
to-day the following officers were 
elected: Moderator, H. W. Coburn;
Clerk, H. G. S'Wet't; Selectmen, S. 
N. Masterman, L. E. Williams, M. 
W. Brown; Treasurer, F. Schofield; 
School Com., for three years, Or- 
Ietus Phillips; cne year, M. W. 
Brown; Cdnstables, W. W. Palmer, 
Leroy Lawrence; Tiuant Officers, 
F. B. Chase, Victor Masterman; fire 
warden, T. A. Schofield; money 
raised as follows: Common schools, 
$1300; free High school, $550; text 
books, $200; sohoolhouse repairs, 
$200; support of poor, $250; summer 
reads and bridges, $16.00; winter 
roads, $500; state reads, $400; main­
tenance state aid highways, $100; 
current expenses, $800; free public 
library, $100; destroying brown toil 
moth nests, $40; iron bridge, $500' 
abatements, $50; insurance premiums 
on schoolhcuses, $111; cement side­
walk, $100; payment of supervision 
ot schools, $100. Total $6901. TÎie 
town voted to unite wi/th the towns 
of Jay and Carthage in hiring a sup­
ervisor of schools.
Carmel Man In Bangor AVON.
Commercial.
The following is taken from the 
Bangor Commercial of recent date. 
There is much enthusiasm aroused 
for and against the “ Hunters’ Li­
cense law” :
In ycur issue of Friday,' Feb. 12, 
there appeared an item relative to 
what the writer called ‘ ‘Hunter’s 
Tax,” signed C. H. B., Carmel, Feb. 
11.
It is my desire to make respectful 
reply to till is through ycur columns. 
In tlie first place the assertion that 
the commissioners’ statement in re­
gard to having the farmer’s interest 
iti view “ should not deceive the 
tpeopilie” is erroneous in its inference 
because the commissioners of inland 
fisheries and game have not evinc­
ed any inclination to “Deceive the 
people,” they have asked earnestly 
for opinion« from aJJl classes and 
have endeavored to get evidence and 
knowledge relative to the views of 
those classes in their sincere efforts 
to serve the people’s best interests 
in this most important branch cf our 
state’s resources. It is erroneous 
that the commissioners “ sent out 
one hundred or more letters” re­
questing opinions as to the feasi­
bility of this law and the author of 
that article would have found if lie 
had tried to do so, that these letters 
were written by the executive of the 
Sportsmen’s association in order that 
they might arrive at an opinion of 
their people to report or to recom­
mend at the annual meeting of their 
organization, and the commissi oners 
had nothing to do with it. It is 
regrettable that the commissioners 
should be thus accused wihen Hack of 
infnomation is tihe foundation of that 
accusation. The commissioners do 
care for the opinion of the grange, 
both as individuals and as a body, 
they do consider this most worthy 
body “ worthy of notice.”
In the fourth paragraph of C. H.
B.’s article he writes that a “ glance 
at the game receipts given in the 
Bangor papers during open, season 
will convince anyone that the farm­
er and has boys get but a small per­
centage of the gauiie taken in tlhie 
state.” Now, I hardly see how this 
has any connection with th* matter
Moderator, Joel Wilbur.
Clerk, Linwood Beal.
Selectmen, E. A. Peary, D. W. 
Toothaker, M. T. Toothaker. 
Treasurer, J. A. Norton.
School Committee, M. T. Toothaker. 
Constable, Archie Toothaker.
Fire Warden, G C. Jacobs.
in hand but if the author of that ar­
ticle. considers that it has, he should 
be reminded that the game the 
“ farmer and his boys” get does not 
enter or appear on the published list 
for it is killed and taken to the home 
direct in practically all cases, and 
further, the commissioners do not ac­
cuse “ the boy” of canning the “ bot­
tle labeled “aconite” in bis pocket 
and mistaking men for deer.”
From the manner in which C. H. 
B. writes the writer presumes that 
lie is thinking that liis ¡boy cannot 
hunt under the proposed new law 
but if lie bias sought information h,e 
must be aware that such, boys under 
the age of 16 years as are consider­
ed by their parent or guardian cap­
able to hunt would be entitled to 
apply for license under ’the preposed 
law and it can hardly be doubted 
that most beys under the aige of 16 
years are incapable cf going into 
the woods with a gun with safety 
either to themselves or to other 
hunters; further relative to this 
paragraph, the gentleman should be 
reminded that till,is is a prohibition, 
state and “aconite” is not supposed 
to exist within its confines.
It is atllso stated that “ the commis­
sioners admit that hunters and 
sportsmen do not respect the game 
Laws we already have,” this is abso­
lutely erroneous, neither the commis­
sioners nor any other well-informed 
persons admit such to be true, the 
large majority of poachers come 
from an entirely other class living 
within, our borders and, I write with 
alii kindness, the farmers form no in­
considerable portion and the very 
valuable assistance which will be 
rendered to, the warden force if this' 
bill becomes a law wiilil have a strong 
tendency 'to reduce the illegal tak­
ing of game.
We must conserve our fish and 
game as it ie one of the principal 
resources of our «hate and one which
OFFICERS OF 
SHERBURNE CHAP.
Wednesday evening at the regular 
j stated meeting of Sherburne Ohap- 
i ter O. E. S. „occurred the installa- 
I tion of officers, Worthy Patron, J. 
¡Blaine Morrison installing the follow­
ing officers in his usual pleasing 
manner, and was ably assisted by 
Miss Elina Byron as Marshal, who 
is always fine in whatever official 
capacity she may be serving: W. M., 
Mrs. Ida B. Hersey; A. M., Mrs. Eva 
P. Haley; W. P., Carl B. Beedy; 
Sec., Mrs. Mildred Cronkhite; Treas., 
Mrs. Lucy B. Brackett; Ccnd., Miss 
Elma Byron; A. Cond., Mrs. 
Peart T. Field; Chap., Mrs. Maud 
Beedy; Org., Mrs. Gladys Morrison; 
Adah, Mrs. Algie Knapp; Ruth, Mrs. 
Mary McKenzie; Esther, Mrs. Louise 
Beal; Martha., Miss Daisy Davenport; 
Electa, Mrs. Ina Davenport; Ward, 
j Mr S'. Flora Kelley; Sen., M. S. 
Kelley.
After the close of the meeting 
refreshments of sandwiches, harlequio 
1 ice cream, cake and coffee were 
!served.
The W'orthy Matron appointed Miss 
Fima Byron, Mrs. Eva P. Haley and 
J. Blaine Mcrrison on the finance 
committee for the year.
The entertainment committee for 
the next meeting are Mrs. Floy 
Hoyt ,Mrs. Algie Knapp and Mrs. 
Mildred Cronkhite.
The retiring worthy matron and 
worthy patron are Mrs. Floy Hoyt 
ard J. Blaine Morrison, wilio have 
served the Chapter to the satisfac­
tion of all members the past,year.
r e m a in s  t a k e n  t o  s k o w h e -
G A N .
The body of Mr. C. E. Cleveland,
whose death occurred, at his home in %
: Phillips, was taken to his former home 
in Skowhegan to the home of his son, 
Charles L Cleveland on Madison aven­
ue, where services were held with K. 
of P. ceremonies. The officiating pas­
tor was Rev. H. G. McGlauflin of the 
Century M. E. church.
Mr. Cleveland was formerly a resi­
dent of Skovvhegan where he was well 
known. He was a member of the 
Knights of Pythias of that town and 
had served as foreman on the Grand 
Jury. Besides a widow he leaves three 
children, Charles L. of Skowhegan, 
Mrs. Eva M. Dunham of Worcester, 
Mass , and Lillian B. Cleveland of Lynn, 
Mass. There are also a brother and sis­
ter, Prescott A. Cleveland • and Mrs. 
Jane Leavitt, both of Skowhegan.
Mr. Cleveland was proprietor of the- 
bakery in this town for some years past 
and was well liked.
Mrs. Cleveland has sold the business 
to Walter Gilson and he resumed the 
work last Monday.
demands more careful study arnd at­
tention with each succeeding year, 
the proposed law would not “prohib­
it the farmer boy from hunting” aind 
it would not make “tolls father pay a 
good round su/m for ¡the privilege” 
unless one .calls one dollar a “good 
round sum;” we have now no wiay by 
which we cam “keep tabs” on our 
deficiency (C. H. B. wiilil certainly ad­
mit 'that there are some resident 
poachers,) and when the article re­
peatedly state® and uses ■‘he term 
“prohibiting the farmer from taking 
game” it makes the article read a>s 
though the author were biased from 
the lack of information, or that ' e 
wa® trying to do just what be said 
in the first pant of lid® article that 
the ciommiisisioiners were trying to do, 
that is, to “ deceive the people” w<ho 
read him.
Whatever assertions are made in 
this answer are not made from guess­
ing but are made from first hand 
and positive information and person­
al knowledge, which information can 
be had by anyone who would have 
the fairnests to asik for it from the 
proper source.
Space does not permit to continue 
further than to answer a® above.
Ross St. Germain,
Greenville, Feb. 13.
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I Fly Rod s Note Book j
B Y  F L Y  R O D
The Tavern,
Rangeley, Maine,
February 24, 1915.
Rangeley in winter time..' Many 
who have never had a slelgthride a- 
qross the lake when the ice is two 
feet thick, will find it quite a change 
from rowing, a,s they trolled hour 
after hour for a big fish.
Tibere has been more travel this 
way than ever before in mid-winter, 
fo r . not only the traveling men and 
lumbermen are coming this way but 
the city folks are snowshoeing for 
amusement.
This morning, after a week’s stay, 
C. F. Hutchins, a well-known Boston­
ian, who has been an annual comer 
for years, returned home. Mr. Hut­
chins was accompanied by his sons, 
Constantine and Davis and friend, 
Elmer Winsfl'ow. With their old 
guides, Charles and Eben Hamden 
and a rabbit dog they spent most 
of the time out of doors and on snow 
shoes traveled miles. They brought 
in a good many rabbits but did not 
succeed in capturing Mir. Fox. The 
Hutchins party, will, as usual be a- 
mong the early comers after the ice 
goes out.
It was a novel picnic that Miss 
Katherine Nice of Ogontz, Penn., who 
is here for the winter gave last Sat­
urday. Two weeks ago Mrs. Will­
iam Nice joined heir daughter, accom­
panied by her niece from Philadel­
phia, Miss Ethel Kingsley Nice and
with two friends, Miss B. Jones and 
Miss Weeks who are Rangeley 
“ school oiarrns,” the five ladies dres­
sed for a day in the woods and a- 
bout 9 o’clock on snow shoes, started 
off over Haley Pond to a camp on 
Gull Pond to which they had the key. 
As they packed a hand sled with 
blankets, lunch boxes, hatchets, cam­
era and lots of tilings they thought 
they might or might not need, quite 
a party with much, interest and free 
advice watched them. Miss Nice 
was equal to the occasion and refus­
ed to allow a guide to haul the sled. 
When they came back to the hotel 
late in the afternoon, it was a mer* 
ry party and they are still talking 
about “our picnic” and the photo­
graphs they took will be great sou­
venirs to take to their city friends.
Miss F. C. Green of Providence, 
R. I., last year built a handsome log 
cabin on tile shore of Dodge pond, 
and had it made comfortable for 
winter.
Miss Green with her friend, Miss 
Ruth Fitts of the same city are for 
several weeks “at home” in the camp 
and the ladies are much fascinated 
with life here in the wilderness in 
mid-winter, and although it is their 
first trip and this time of year it 
will not be their last.
As I have before predicted, the 
Rangeleys will be a great winter 
resort, and the time is not far away 
when there will be many city people 
here for sncwshoeing, rabbits and
fox hunting and to photograph wint­
er scenery.
Harry E. Bickford has returned 
from a stay of several weeks, in the 
city, and will be ready to open his 
popular camps when the first fisher 
man comes, and has already booked 
more parties than usual for the 
summer. ,
Surth a big comfortable sleigh and 
a good horse, as Lewis York drives 
out from Loon Lake . with almost 
every day. It just makes one long
for camp life. Even at this time | distance on first flight, now often
“ Twenty-five or thirty years ago,” 
said Mr. Hart recently, “ you coujd 
start twenty to thirty covies of 
quail in a day’s hum't; this year if 
you averaged six covies a day in a 
week’s hunt you would lie lfucky. In 
tlie good old days one dog would be 
all you would need, now you need 
three or four. Then, if a covey 
flew in a swamp or thicket you sel­
dom followed them, now all the 
shooting you are apt to get will be 
where the cover is thickest.
“Then the quail flew only a short
our natural wild life resources wiith 
an extravagance which questions our 
real intelligence.” Mr. Hart stated 
that every posted farm on which no 
hunting is showed, serves as a san­
ctuary for the entire community, f0r 
after the mating season the birds 
scatter from their home to every 
part of the country.
of year Lewis is wondering where 
he is going- to put all the guests who 
have written “ we are doming hack 
for another season.”
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Ellis are notv 
enjoying a trip to Boston and New 
York and plan lo be away for a 
month, for the ice house here and 
at Lake View are filled, 100 cords 
of wood cut, and these are their va­
cation days.
Mrs. L. E. Bowley drove up from 
Mountain View Monday with “ Cas- 
sie,” Who cam® over the road at 
2.40 speed. Mr. Gilkey of Boston, 
leader of the Gordon Trio, who is en­
joying a week’s vacation there, 
thought sleigh riding was better than, 
automobiling.
When this rain storm which made 
a mistake and came in the place of 
a snow storm is over, I have accept­
ed an invitation to visit at Moun­
tain View.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Ellis are home 
from the city and a big crew of 
men are rushing work on the new 
camps at Bald Mountain.
LIVE ANIMAL TRAP °"the
Designed by an old experienced trapper, upon true scientific principles. 
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap. 
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
G A T G tt  ’ EM  A L IV E  A N D  M A K E  M O R E  M O N EY
TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B © X  W , © A K  P A R K , ILL.
Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
“What are the guides doing this 
.winter, and where are they?” I 
asked Game Warden Ed H. Dowell, 
who makes this hotel headquarters 
during the winter, and I have had 
the pleasure of shaking hands and 
exchanging greetings with a number 
of them.
A1 Sprague and “ Old Rube’ ’ Wil­
bur are up Cupsuptic region gum­
ming, and Harry Quimby, Nate Al- 
bee and Dennie Nile are in Little 
Kennebago country. The boys are 
tramping miles on snowsflioes, and 
when their packs are filled with 
gum, return to camp and get ready
they go fully a quarter of a mile. 
Then you would find only one or 
two people in a. neighborhood Who 
owned bird dogs and shot quail, now 
every neighborhood boasts of having 
many good blirdshiots.
“ Then the worm rail fence was 
used, affording good nesting places 
for the quail, and enabling them, to 
elude hawks. Now you seldom see 
a rail fence, and the wire fence does 
not stop a hawk, nor does it offer 
nesting places for 'the quail.
“Then a large acreage of wheat 
was raised on every farm, which 
was harvested with, wheat cradles 
and much of it was left c»n the fields 
for the birds to feed on. Now the 
whekt crop acreage is smaller, and 
the up-to-date reaper and binder 
leaves nothing for the quail. Then 
hunters used muzzle-loading guns and
HASKELL WITH 
THE FINNY TRIBE
Tradition at Manavista Says Yan­
kee Angler Exercises Black 
Art Over the Salt Seas
The Evening Journal of Braden 
town, Fla., says:
Henry Haskell, father of Manager 
H. A. Haskell of the Manavista, is 
reputed the most persistent and the 
most successful angler among the 
disciples of Izaak Walton included 
in the contingent of good fishermen 
at the hotel; and so successful’ is 
he in luring the finny tribe from 
the briny deep that the most desira­
ble gamey fish of the salt seas in 
and about Bradeutown are said to
call.
percussion caps1—stow work. Now,, , . . _,, . , , . , J know his voice and to come at histhey use unproved breech-loaders and I * "
repeating shotguns—fast work.
“ These are undoubtedly some of l Siuce the beginning of last autumn 
the reasons wliy our quail supply! Mr. Haskell lias visited the Pacific 
seems so short. No one regrets the 
progress of civilization, or would try 
to stop it, and so far as our game 
is concerned we would meet condi­
tions as they present themselves by 
adjusting ourselves- to them. There 
is no reason why by an intelligent, 
handling we Should not have and 
continue to have fair quail shooting
coast, making the return to Boston 
and Wakefield, Mass., his home, on 
the Canadian Pacific and reveling in 
ti e joys of the northern waters. He 
is said to be one of the notable 
trout and salmon fishermen of the 
New England streams, and has test­
ed his skill on mountain trout andir Virginia for many years to come.
When there wer,e many birds and |saLmon ^  the western lakes and riv 
few hunteris there was no reason !ers- 
to draw the lines hard and fast, iyjr Haskell is 
while to-day when 'there are many 
hunters and few birds, there is.
“ Cur present game laws have not
afforded the relief they were expect-j aIld the wonderful product® of th 
ed to give, and a«side from the pro- 1 but one of the chief charms
tection c£ the landowners who are | of the State, for this winter visitor
a loyal Florida
booster and bis enthusiasm is bound­
less in connection with the climate
to start out again. They will have 
great stories to tell the “ sports” i keeping off gangs of free hunters, consists in the fact that it has
Many more are com­
ing this year than ever 
before.
Our Information Bur­
eau tells you where to 
go and how to get there 
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make 
sure of accommodations.
next summer.
Victor Full« 
boats and sold three of them.
Charles Cushman is driving a 
team in a lumber camp.
Jack MacKinnon is back from 
lumbering over at South Bog.
Frank C. Porter is sawing wood, 
but will be ready to build the addi­
tion to Harry Scherin’s camp on 
Dodge pond, for the family plans to 
come from Brooklyn, N. Y., for a 
longer stay than usual this year.
Arthur Oakes has been serveying 
land for different parties but is now 
at home. Emery Haley is with the 
Atwood party at “ Forestholme,” Ken- 
nebago.” Joe Lamb is cutting ice. 
Jim Stewart is cooking in the woods, 
and Will Porter is cutting logs at
little or no protection exists in this . remarUaWy long coast line. It ta
. . . .  , . _ water to make coast line andA large landowner and progres-1
sive farmer told me some time ago only in water. The more c
that he was disgusted wribh Virginia | line, the more water, and the more 
game faws, because instead of the j water the mere fish, according 
state giving ham protection in liamdl-, Hie philosophy of this disciple 
ing the hunters who invaded b is ' 
land he said that he was put to
the trouble and expense of doing so 
himself.
“There are to be found among the
the renowned Izaak Walton.
eminently respectable hunters, men 
who do not realize changed condi­
tions and they deplore the action of 
the landowners in posting their lands.
They seem to think this posting has : ing maps: 
been caused by the agitation of Franklin County
M A P S  O F  M A I N E  
R E S O R T S  A N D  ROADS
Maine Weeds has frequent inquiries 
for maps of the fishing regions of the 
state, etc. We can furnish the follow-
game protection by the Audubon So-1 OxTordKtounty^ 
ciety, and that if we had ndt stirred Piscataquis County 
Greenvale. Dana Blodgett is haul- up the question that they would be Aroostook County 
ing pulp wood from Richardson pond. , able to do as they have done all j in
Ed Hoar is making fish rods *,*,¥V* *lh'*r 1 -  ■ • • ***'•
Maine Information Bureau 
Phillips, - Maine
snow shoes in his new shop. John 
J. Wilbur is chopping wood. Jim 
J. Wilcox is living here in the village 
this winter. Webb Bolton lias been 
in the woods but came borne tills 
week.
Geo. W. Fan joy came back from 
a trip to the city the first of the 
week, and drove down from his camp 
up the Cupsuptic to town without 
seeing even one bear. Fan thinks 
cl taking a party of schoolboys for 
the summer.
Before I return home I hope to 
meet many more of the guides and 
have good things to write.
their lives, hunt anywhere t ey jGeological map of Maine 
choose. Seme of them have dAs- I R, R. map of Maine 
continued paying their dues in the i Androscoggin County 
society because they 'think we are | 
opposed to hunting, when, as a mat- 1 —
ter of fact, we are not, and are 
working in the Interest of the hunt­
ers all the time when we advise and 
advocate posting of lands, for this 
is tlie only way now open to stop 
just that kind of hunters who re­
gard no game laws, and who hunt 
year in and year out. Ten or fif­
teen years ago there was little or 
nc posted land in Virginia., and. but 
for the interest now taken in game 
protection, by our farmers who are
Kennebec County 
Knox County
Lincoln and Pagadahoc Counties 
Penobscot County1 
Waldo County 
York County
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3. W  B R A C K E T T  CO.,
Phillips’  - Maine.
TAXIDERMISTS
As I look across to the Rangeley j posting their land, game would be j 
Lake House I can see the snow piled j scarcer than it is.
around the piazza and cottages, but 
the springtime will soon be followed 
by the summer days, when hundreds 
cl people will be there and hotels 
and camps crowded as never before.
Fly Rod.
S T A TE  GAME. COMMISSION 
VIRGINIA.
FOR
Virginia needs a State Game Com­
mission, vested with, auithcrity to en­
force game protective laws row on 
the statute books, says a Richmond 
daily, and to see that such legisla­
tion is made as. effective in Virginia 
as in other states, according to M. 
D. Hart, president of the Audubon 
Society of Virginia.
“I have hunted this season on 
posted and unposted land, and in 
nearly every instance I have found 
more game on posted than those over 
which everybody was constantly hunt­
ing. If posting lands, thus keeping off 
bands of roving hunters, black and 
white, is saving game, why any real 
game protectionist should object I 
am at a loss to understand, and since 
Audubcnists sincerely desire *t! e pre­
servation and conservation of our 
wild life we favor this restriction.
Mr. Hart strongly advocated a 
Game Commisstion, and said that 
there are only four states in the 
Union without game departments.
"Since the time Columbus discovered ___
Amieri<ia down to thl® preSent ume,“k  J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N. I  
declared Mr. Hart, “ we have handled
G. W. PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting- Goode. Fishing TseW»i 
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs. 
RANGELEY. - - - MA»»
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen 
Known the world over for excel­
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth, . . .  IWjW
R A W  FURS WANTED
Direct from the trapper. Highest'1181’ 
ket prices with good libera! sort. Good® 
held separate and all charges paid.
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Fresh Tobacco i^ever 
Dry, Cut-up Tobacco Does
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre­
served in its natural state, possible only by pressing the 
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it 
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and 
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out 
so that w b°n  you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it 
will bum  ana smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its orig­
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid 
in both quality and quantity. Try this experiment and 
judge for yourself.
men coming in off their work either 
on the trains or in the sliojps must 
first bathe before going . to their 
room.
The walls are plastered with a 
smooth surface and all the woodwork 
in the rooms is of a pleasing gray 
shade. Substantial metal bedstead®, 
a bureau,, stand and ciliairs complete 
the equipment of eadli room. The 
rooms are cleaned by a vacuum clean­
ing system installed in the house 
and connecting with each floor.
The basement contain® a large 
heating boiler, a separate boiler for 
hot water, and also a laundry room 
of generous dimensions and a drying 
room. A vegetable store room and 
a refrigerator built by an expert in 
that line of work, for the meats and 
perishable foods, is particularly good, 
especially the refrigerater, all the ice 
for which may be handled entirely 
from the outside of the house.
A deep artesian well striking a 
vein of the purest water furnishes 
that supply and is forced to each 
floor through an air pressure system.
Provisions are made in ttlie base­
ment for a billiard and pool room 
for the use of the men, and it will 
undoubtedly be much appreciated 
when it is put in as it will aid in 
whiling away the time when off duty.
Convenient a*nd well arranged quar­
ters are provided for the resklent 
manager apd his family in that part 
of the building over the culinary de­
partment, and there, too, the help is 
quartered.
The sanitary arrangements of the 
hou&e are particularly good and on 
each floor there are two baths for
Thoroughly cowed, I dropped a ball 
near the foot of the tree and took a 
timid swipe at it. To my com­
plete surprise it flew straight down 
the course nearly to the green. Dave 
had already sent away a pretty 
good one, and his next was about 
20 feet from the flag, while my 
next was almost as close, on the 
opposite side. I was away, so it 
was my turn to putt first.
I took my putter from the cadidie, 
looked at t)lie ball, then looked at 
the hole. I squatted down behind 
the ball as 1 had seen players do in 
photographs, and peered along the 
line from the ball to the bole. The 
object of this is to pick out the 
various blades of grass that the 
ball is to run over on its way to 
the hole. Prom this position I could 
see that the .green was not level. 
It sloped away a little from left to 
right. The mathematical problem 
presented by the putt, therefore, 
was to estimate the correct amount 
of forward impetus which, in combi­
nation with the force exerted by 
gravity, tending to pull the ball 
down hill, would result in the ball 
finding the hole. It would run a- 
Icng on a line over a little brownish 
patch, of the turf and just about an 
inch beyond that Little hare spot it 
would begin to turn down bill. It 
would enter the hole at a point 20 
degrees west of the direct line from 
my eye to the hole.
A Most Tense Moment.
I was now ready to execute the 
putt itself. Of course the correct
with very dark brown trim—is set 
off by a background of evergreen 
trees, and presents a most attract­
ive appearance.
From the building itself a view
________  j of several miles up and down the vai
¡ley of the Mattawamkeag stream, 
Employees Now°Have Sanitary and Which runs nearby, may be had, and
the building is ideally located.
B. & A. R. R. BUILDS 
NEW HOTEL
Comfortable Quarters
general use, besides private baths. am0unt of forward impetus to make 
Two shower and tub baths are in-: }iau curve just at the right point
stalled in the basement. i is a very nice thing to calculate. In
Bach room is equipped with a lire fac^( is extremely delicate and e-
escape, and provision® have been msive, like touch in playing the 
made for preventing danger r^om ' piano. I concentrated my mind on 
fire- I the muscle® of my forearm®. The
In order that its employes might 
have clean, sanitary and comfortable 
quarters, and Oakfield, the junction 
point between the northern and 
southern divisions of its line, might
It is called “ The Inn” and is a 
real homelike comfortable hotel, with 
an excellent table, and ail necessary 
conveniences, designed primarily for 
the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. em­
ployes who live at Oakfield or 
make the junction point their head­
quarters between ruins, although it
Tlie general contract for the build­
ing was lield by A. E. Amos of 
Houlton. C. H. Babb & Co. of this 
city did the heating and plumbing, 
and the wiring and installation of 
fixtures for lighting was done by the
through, with all the muscles in my 
arms relaxed. It was a stroke of 
consummate finesse, so consummate 
that the club turned in my hands, 
and the ball dribbled off to the 
right.
Uses Many D i f fe ren t  Methods.
I was now no nearer the lioie than 
before, but had gained by eliminat­
ing the unsuccessful methods. Scien­
tific calculation, brute force and del­
icacy of touch having failed, what 
remained? Trickery and cunning? 
Deseeption! Diplomacy! I would 
sneak up on the hole little 
by little, and then overcome 
it by a surprise attack—stab 
it in the back, so to speak. The 
plan was signally successful. Bit 
by bit, now a foot or more, now 
only a few inches, I crept nearer 
and nearer, and then—there was a 
last little tap, and the ball dropped 
into the cup, with a ghastly sound 
like a death rattle. It was all 
over. I had holed out. Wlith my 
handkerchief I mopped the batìk of 
my neck, which was stinging from 
sunburn.
Playing the next hole I bit the 
ball dozens of times and the ground 
at least a gross of times, skinning 
off enough turf to sod my front 
•yard. So it went, hole after hole, 
each, more awful than the one before. 
How I completed the 18 holes is a 
mystery and a marvel. It was a 
prodigy of human endurance akin, 
to the tales of explorers who drag 
themselves miles across the desert 
seeking water, or of the fearful pri­
vations that follow shipwrecks and 
accidents in mines. Again and again 
I told myself that the end had come, 
that I could do im more. Yet I would 
once mone stagger up to the ball 
and feebly lunge at it, my eyes 
blinded by the streams of perspira­
tion and my nerves jangling like 
taut wires under a blow.
Acts L ike Schoolboy.
I t ' ■ . ;. : ‘ i
great deal of pleasure and comfort 
have adequate accommodations fo r , ls open to the general public, andj.^. t jie ir  n ew  quarters, 
the men and the traveling public, the 1 traveling men appreciate it as much i
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co. as others. j —-------------------------— —
has ju st completed, at a cost of The nei5 hotel is under ti e gener- j C  C  A
about $30,000, a large hotel which al supervision of W . J. Creamer, who K f c A i / I I l I j  ( j U L f  L A o l  
is now in full operation^ sasy a Ban- j bus charge of the company s dining i
! car service. He also has charge o f !
the Piscataquis House at Derby whic gad Experience of Franklin Ford 
•is also owned by the company. The ;
resident manager at Oakfield is H. I Example for Would-be Golfers 
F. Hunt. I
Previous to the opening of the 
new hotel the question of aeoommoda 
tions at Oakfield was a serious 
problem for the men in tit© employ 
[of the company, and because of.the
gor Exchange. j
Beautifully located on a knoll about; 
1000 feet from the Oakfield station, 
tlie new hotel, which is painted the j 
new standard color adopted by the i
B. & A. R. R.—a dark green body
R A W  F U R S
Highest prices paid for all kinds of ! c(>nc}.iti©ns there the company was
skins by a manufacturer
R .  WEIBEL,
unaccustomed strain of this mental 
current set the nerves trembling and 
the muscles twitching. To stop 
this I took a firmer hold on my put 
ter, but this tight clutch absolutely
prevented any delicacy of stroke or Dave, frabjous as>s that lie is, acted 
company’s own employes from the! nice calculation of the forward im- J like a boy getting out of school. His 
Oakfield shops. F. A. Patterson of | petus, so I had to loosen my fingers j air of concentrated earnestness van- 
this city was the architect. again. ished. He had hardly said three
The men are already taking a p0jnt -without warning or j words in the last three hours, but
notice of any kind, my back began 1 no'w he was off like a phonograph 
to ache with great vigor just below with the loud needle on. He clap- 
the right shoulder blade. For some i Pe<^  m'e heartily on the shoulder 
reason I also began to feel that my ' the one that ached worse, 
position was awkward. My feet Well, John, he cried, how about 
felt uncomfortable and ill at ease, 
ard I seemed to become disorgani­
zed all over at the same time.
Waves of weakness passed over nie, 
leaving me dizzy and /shaken. 1 
could see several balls dancing about 
where there had been but one. Like 
a man in a trance, I thrust my put­
ter among them. It struck them | moment. A word and I would have
on tlie top and .they rolled down the !&truck him ** ea^th‘ 1 ^ ot a 
slope in a weak, uncertain fashion, : look of withering scorn for his pat- 
then resolved themselves again into ronizing tone and irrelevant mirth,
but with, a burning desire to over­
whelm him with a torrent of scath-
(Continued fretna a recent 
of Maine Woods.)
number
Fails to Make Hit.
it, old toji? Great game, wha.t?. Of 
course you can’t expect to. do much 
at the start, but if you stick with 
it you’ ll arrive. We all of us had 
to start. I wasn’t a bit better than 
you when I began.” He laughed 
noisily. ’
He was close to death in that
| one ball. It was probably the most 
forced to make the outlay of the i saw red. 1 could feel the hot; jnef(ectual putt ever ma<ie ln actual
large amount of money in order that blood pulsing in my temples, and 1 play. I straightened up and look-
476 Fulton St BROOKLYN N Y tl,e ™en “ "sa't We" Ca're‘l f° r' ™  trenlh,l" s 3,11 orer wlth anger- ed around to get my hearings againr  ’  ¡Outside of tlie train service tlie B. | Even as a child I was always short- aDd shak,  pff We dizztaegs. , feW
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY 
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
In Effect,December 14th, 1914.
& A. R. R. has some 50 men in its tempered. rnattered curses filled
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm­
ington for Phillips. Rangeiey. and Kingfield, at 
LISP. M„ and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas­
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.56 A. M. 
«td from Rangeiey. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.36 A. M and leaves 
*t 11.00 A. M.
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For 
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and 
Ktageley at 6.47 P. M. and for Kingfield at 5.60 P. 
14.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 
11.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 
P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from 
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 
2.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For 
Kangeley at 6.16 P- M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 
12.55. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeiey at 
12.20. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington pt 7.30 
A.. M. Rangeiey 2.20 P. M. and arrives from 
Firmington at 2.15 P. M. Rangeiey 10.16 A. M.
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS leave for 
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.45 
P- M. and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TRAIN leaves at 1.00 
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
HlNGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leavés for 
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm­
ington at 12.40 P. M. i
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for 
Farmington at 10.50 A. M. Arrives from King­
e d  at 10.00 A. M.
F. N. BEAL, GenT Manager, 
Phillips, Maine.
employ at Oakfield, and on the trains 
there are from 60 to 70 men who 
come in there each, day.
The hotel is a three-story frame 
structure with a main building 85 
by 35 feet and an ell of 40 by 28. 
Ir is placed on a concrete foundation 
Providing for a large basement.
The main floor lias the office, a 
large room with a small lobby lead­
ing from it. To one side is the 
writing room and on tlie other is the 
card and lounging room. Further 
down the corridor is a woman’s par­
lor and the dining hall, a large room 
60 feet long and 40 feet wide:
The culinary department is espec­
ially well equipped. The kitchen is 
well arranged, there is a large pain try 
and a scullery, and a competent 
chef has been engaged to preside 
over this palrt of the house.
Tlie finish on this floor is mission 
style, stained dark, and the furni­
ture is of the same idea, blending 
very nicely with tlie whole scheme. 
The floors are of hardwood.
Throughout the house there is 
steam heat, with a radiator in each 
room and electric lights throughout. 
The company, generates its own elec­
tricity at the Oakfield shops, and 
it is transmitted to the house.
Upstairs there are two floors de­
voted entirely to sleeping rooms. 
There are 48 rooms in all and they 
are as neait, clean, attractive and 
as well furnished as one can wish. 
Rigid rules apply to the occupants of 
the house and large baths have been 
provided in the basement where th<e
better so. The crisis had passed.
Plays a Determined Game.
my brain. 1 strode up to that ball 
with firm resolve to hit it so hard 
it would explode. It didn’t explode.!
I hit at it twice, but only mowed j j)ave nothing, but set himself
down the grass with, the iron club I to make bis own putt. Dave was 
head. Then it traveled on a line & fereTlt man when he was golfing,
which ended with a splash, when j He took it witll a grilnj tight-lipped
the ball disappeared in the pond. I determination, as of a man in a
never saw that ball again, and I 
never wished to see it. I couldn’t 
kill it, but I drowned it.
I felt relieved and calmed to get 
rid of that ball. There’s no use 
getting niad anyhow, I reminded my­
self. Laugh and grow fat. I drop­
ped another ball down on the edge 
of the pond near where the first 
had gone in, and set myself to hit 
it. I decided to take it easy this 
time, to try kindness instead of force. 
I made nice, smooth, back swing, 
brought my club down cleanly, and 
knocked the ball into the pond.
A kind of cold rage came over me. 
I gritted my teeth, together until my 
blood ran cold. I felt that I would 
hit a ball over the pond if it took
death grapple with a grisly monster, 
but resolved to sell his life at a 
Fifth-avenue price, if possible. He 
studied the putt a moment in an ef­
ficient manner. I watched him with 
deep admiration, almost revenence. 
He made that putt with a bold click 
that made my heart skip several 
heats. It didn’t go ini, but it al­
most did, which was a. wonderful 
achievement. It stopped just below 
the hole, right in line with mine. 
To get out of my way way lie made 
tlie next shot, which was about two 
feet long. It holed out.
ing phrases I could think of nothing 
to say. I could only mumble some­
thing inarticulate.
We parted with hardly a word, and 
I hurried at once to my home. Harry 
Vardon’s hook was still on the libra­
ry table, where I had left it. I caught 
it up and swung into the kitchen, 
where a rearing fire was blazing in 
the range. Lifting a lid I assigned 
it to the flames.—Springfield Repub­
lican.
TO STOP TRAP­
PING OF BEARS
Writer Thinks Northern Maine 
Trappers Are Being Deprived 
of Their Rights
To the Ed ito r  of Maine Woods:
I notice by some of the newspapers 
that someone is talking of having 
a bill passed to stop tlie trapping ofIt now devolved upon m© to putt 
again. Something about the way j b.ears.
Dave had gone about his work in-J jt looks to me as if someone is 
from now until 1921 to do it. Grip- ^ r e d  » e with, a sort of imitation | trying to deprive the northern 
ping the club until my knuckles w e n t  i bravado, and I stepped up to the ball | Maine trappers and hunters of their
white, I hit one that sailed over iwitl1 a cavalier manner, and hit it rights
the pend like a scarfed bird. I was between the eyes. It stopped about 
just getting ready to utter a glad S1X feet beyond the hole,
cry when, it struck a tree trunk and I got into positon again and began
bounced back into the pond.
This anticlimax left me weak and 
flabby. The reaction had come. I 
received without enthusiasm. Dave’s 
news that since my ball had gone in 
from the far side I was now entit­
led to drop one down over there. 
We crossed over on a foot bridge.
to reason With myself. I am of an 
analytical turn of mind. After all, 
I told myself this is a dedicate bus­
iness. You can’t hit it like a base­
ball. A light touch, like a billiard 
stroke, is the thing. I brought my 
club back slowly and cautiously, hold 
ing it very loosely, then carried it
Some of the farmers kick on pay­
ing a 15-cent hunting license to help 
to protect the game. The trappers 
have to take out a license or not trap. 
I don’t kick on paying a trapping li­
cense, hut I don’t like to pay for a 
license to oatch a few weasels or 
red squirrels. The way it looks to 
me the trappers and non-residents 
have to pay for all.
Northern Alaine Trapper.
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i. W. Brackett Co. -----------------
Phillips, Maine
L B. 3 RACKETr,
ßusmess Manager
oariNG EDITION
.............................................. $1.00 per year
LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p a * e s .................................$1.60 per year
Canadian.*.Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub- 
oription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription 
6 cents extra.
H,n*ei>ed as afipcyid class matter. January 21. 
' 909. at the at Phillips. Maine, unde
t tie Act of 1879.
T .n  alatnBTVSfflbfls thoroughly «ovecs the entire 
o i Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp- 
be and Outing news, and the Franklin county 
c&ily.
Maine Woods solicits conanunications and fish 
and game photographs from ts readers.
When ordering the address ot vour paper 
hanged, please give the old as weil as new 
ddrees.
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A CLOSE TIME
ON BULL MOOSE
Chairman Austin Champions the 
Bill.
At the hearing on the measure pro­
posing a four-years’ eliose time on bull 
moose Commiisisionier Harry B. Austin 
of the department of inland fisher­
ies and game championed the bill an 
said that iit was necessary in order 
to preserve the species and insure 
to future generations some of the big 
game for wtbicih Maine’s present gen­
eration is not sufficiently solicitous. 
He said that owners of camps liad 
opposed the measure in times past 
or the ground that it would render 
certain camp properties in the moose 
country worthless and that a lobby 
had defeated the measure. He was 
emphatic in has statements that the 
moose wilt become extinct unless 
some such measure is taken at once.
Opposition to the measure was 
raised by Representatives Webb of 
Cherryfield and Washburn of Perry 
who said that in Washington county 
the moose is becoming more plenti­
ful without such protection for the 
bulls and that a close time would 
only place all the hunting in the 
hands of poachers without sufficing 
to increase the species.
Commissioner Walter I. Neal and 
John S. P. H. Wilson, former com­
missioner, also favored the measure.
WELD
March 2.
Mrs. T. A. Wyman visited in Dix- 
field a few days Hast week.
A.lmon Ellis has recently purchas­
ed a pair of horses.
There were no services at the 
Union church Sunday February 28. 
Rev. J. J. Hull was expected to 
preach, but did not come.
Rev. J. P. Barrett will speak at 
the Union church March 7.
H. W. Coburn, A. G. Masterman, 
F. S. Schofield and Mid Brown were 
in Augusta on business last week.
MADRID
March 2.
Carl Johnson and C. E. Withee 
have finished hauling pulp for Haley 
& Field and returned to New Vine­
yard.
Mrs. Lydia Dodge, wlio has been 
confined to her bed for some weeks 
is very low.
The Christmas Present club meets 
with Mrs. Sarah Clark this week, 
Wednesday.
Ice went out of Sandy River Feb­
ruary 25, the earliest for several 
years.
W. E. Littlefield writes from Pala- 
tha, Florida /that the climate is just 
right.
Master Everett Heath of District 
No. 2 is the guest of bis Sunday 
school teacher,. Miss Weymouth for 
a few days. /
The Sunday school is very grateful 
for the help given by Mrs. Melissa 
Morrell in soliciting over $7.00 to­
wards paying for chairs.
The King’s Daughters will meet 
with Mrs. Will Leavitt Friday even­
ing, March 5.
The Neighborhood Whist club was 
entertained last Saturday evening 
by Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Sweetser, 
four tables enjoying the game. De­
licious refreshments were served.
There will be no service at the 
Union church either morning or 
evening next Sunday, as the pastor 
is to be out of town. Sunday school 
will meet at the usual hour in 'the 
churclh and Parish House. The Adult 
class started with six members two 
week ago and last Sunday there 
were 12 present. It will be worth 
while to join this class. Hon. N. 
P. Noble is' leader and makes the 
hour a most interesting one. Next 
Sunday the study will include the 
period of the flood and the time 
preceding that. .
Food sales seem to be the m o st  
popular and successful way of rais­
ing funds for various purposes. Two 
weeks ago at the Parish House Mrs. 
H. W. True and Miss Miriam Brack­
ett had charge of a sale for the 
benefit of the Federated church; 
Wednesday afternoon of this week 
the King’s Daughters held one at 
the store of Edgar R. Toofhaker’s, 
which Mrs. C. E. Parker ,Mrs. Fred 
Morton and Mrs. E. B. Currier had 
charge of. in both oases every­
thing wras sold as quickly as it was 
brought and a demand for more.
About 200 people enjoyed the ster- 
eopticon lecture by Miss Bessie Crow­
ell at the Methodist church last 
Sunday evening. The pictures were 
taken by Miss Crowell, who worked 
in India as a missionary for several 
years which made them all the more 
interesting. A collection was ta- 
en at the close of the lecture which 
will be used for missions.
Fred V. Berry of Portland was 
the guest of F. N. Beal over Sun­
day.
Miss Celia Whitney was called to 
Florence, Mass., Tuesday on busin­
ess connected with the estate of her 
brother, the late Edson Whitney. It 
is expected that the drug business of 
which he was the owner in that town 
l as been sold, and she has gone to 
settle up the business. Sbe was 
accompanied by her sister, Mrs. 
Lionel T. Allen of Strong.
John L. Matthews who has passed 
the winter in Lincoln is with his 
daughteir, Mrs. Weston Parker.
The Camp Fire Girls will meet in 
the Parish House Friday evening, 
this week, at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green of 
Skowliegan are planning to leave 
shortly on a trip to California. They 
will probably be away about six 
weeks.
Mrs. A. M. Greenwood of Farming- 
ton, the regent ex-officio, has been 
elected a delegate to attend the Nat­
ional Congress in Washington and 
the State council in Waterville, to 
represent the D. A. R. of Farming- 
ton. Miss Nellie Farmei is also a 
delegate. Both ladies plan to go to 
Washington. Mrs. W. L. Butler of j 
Farmington and Mrs. C. N. Blanch­
ard of Wilton are also among tihej 
delegates to attend the State coun- j 
cil.
Fred Mottrani, who has been fore­
man in this office since September 
finished work Wednesday and with 
his family will return to LowelU, 
Mass. Mrs. Mottram went to Far­
mington Tuesday noon for a few 
days’ visit with her aunt, Mrs. J. 
Herman Heath.
Friends sympathize with Mr. and 
Mrs. N. J. Hackett in the loss of 
their infant daughter last Wednesday 
afternoon. The child seemed well 
at time of birth but a hemorrhage 
from the nose caused tbe death.
Hon. Joel Wilbur and daughter, 
Miss Georgine, attended the ladies’ 
night of Franklin Chapter, No. 44, 
Royal Arch Masons, at Farmington 
Friday evening of last week. There 
was a fine program given by the 
University City Entertainers of Bos­
ton, dancing and a banquet.
D. F. Field went to Augusta on 
business Wednesday morning. Thurs­
day noon Mrs. Field joined him in 
Portland for a few days’ business 
trip to Boston.
The Neighborhood social will be 
held at the Parish House Monday 
evening next, with. Mrs. Carl Beedy, 
Mrs. George Bean and Mrs. Geo. 
Adams as hostesses. A fine pro­
gram is being prepared.
Revalo Warren, Floyd Reed and 
Karl Howland have been elected 
delegates to attend the Boys’ Con­
ference in Portland this week. Rev. 
M. S. Hutchins will attend.
The dance given Wednesday hven- ! 
ing by the Grange was well attend­
ed. The music by Dyer’s orchestra j 
was as usual, of the best. At in­
termission a supper was served con­
sisting of oyster stew, sandwiches, 
qake and coffee.
The death of Mr. Cyrus Yeung 
occurred at lids home Wednesday 
morning at 8 o’clock. The funeral 
services willl be held at the home 
Friday at 2 p. m. Mr. Young was 
an old soldier, and has been in 
feeble health for many years and en­
tirely helpless for several years 
past. He leaves a widow and two 
daughters, Miss Mona Young and 
Mrs. Fred Kennedy.
While in Boston last week C. E. 
Parker was explaining the new style 
of snowshoe that A. J. Paese makes 
with the alunimum never slip flesh, 
bar. Yesterday the Phillips Hard­
ware Co. received an order for two 
pairs from the Appalachian Club of 
Boston. If they prove as expected 
the club will equip with this styile 
shoe. They make lots of tours 
through the mountains and no doubt 
this style of shoe will be of great 
advantage.
--------- - ----.— ------------
M E TH O D IS T EPISCOPAL C H URC H
Bessie F. CroweM, pastor.
Sunday, March 7.—Morning wor­
ship 10.4,5. Sermon, “The Refin­
er’s Fire.”  Sunday school, 12. Jun­
ior League 3. Bpworth League 7. 
Subject, “The Promises of Sonship 
to God.” Leader, Mrs. Goodwin. 
Prayer and praise service, 7.30.
Thursday, March 11.—Mid week 
1 prayer meeting, 7.30.
SCHOOL NOTES.
P H IL L IP S  HIGH SCHOOL
F M. Hammond, Lura H. Dennison, 
W. M. Payson, teachers.
The Interscholastic Prize Speaking 
Contest which will take place at ; 
Phillips, has been postponed until j 
April 5. The preliminaries for the ; 
contest will be hold March 12, in-1 
stead of February 26, as was first 
planned.
Readings will be given March 10, 
by Miss Agnes Hersey, for the ben­
efit of the Senior class.
The question debated last week 
was—Resolved, that the army and 
navy of the United States should be 
increased. Affirmative; Janet Mc­
Kenzie and Oltlve Ross; negative, 
Feme Gould and Reynold Graffam.
March 3.
The program for the Lyceum 
March 5, is:
Report of Secretary 
Recitation, Karl Howland
Essay, Andrew ~ Aldrich
Debate, Resolved, that Phillips should 
have a public play-ground and gym­
nasium. Affirmative, Antonio Crotea 
and Berillla McKenzie; negative, Clif­
ford Wing and Albert Scamman. 
School Paper, Kathleen Noble and
Hazel Webber
At tlie Preliminary Speaking Con­
test, which is to be held March 12, 
at the Federated church, the fol­
lowing selections will be given by 
their respective speakers:
Grandma Keeler Gets Grandpa Keeler
Ready for Sunday School,
Clifford Wing
The Old South and the New,
Albert Scamman 
Fagin in the Condemned Cell,
Karl Howland 
The Leak in the Dyke,
Hanley Webber 
Cut Off From the People,
Hazel Webber 
The Angel and the Shepherds,
Philombne Bourque
The Fiddle Told,
Berilla McKenzie
An Explanation.
The chairman of the program com­
mittee was embarrassed. After much 
choking, he said:
‘‘I am very sorry, ladies and gentle­
men, I am very sorry, indeed, gentle­
men and ladies—it, gives me deep re­
gret, ladies and gentlemen, to be com­
pelled, gentlemen and ladies, to come 
before you with an excusión; but, la­
dies and gentlemen, the lady who will 
sing next is not here. We suppose, 
gentleman and ladies, that she has 
been providentially detained.”
GATE BUILT THROUGH FENCE
Much Inconvenience and Repairing 
Can Be Saved by Adopting Meth­
od Shown in illustration.
(B y  M. C O V E R D E L .)
At the point where one Is in the i 
habit of crawling through the hog 
fence the wires become sagged and 
the woven fence is twisted out of | 
shape, to say nothing of the incon- | 
venience attending this unhandy 
method of getting through the fence. !
Set an extra post in line with the 
fence at such a point, stapling the 
wires securely to it Brace the small
Gate Through Top of Hog Fence.
post and the one next to it as shown 
in the illustration ; cut the wires be- j 
tween them; make a small gate to fit 
this opening in the fence, and hang 
it, using either iron hinges or strips 
of leather, to support it and allow 
a free swinging. Attach a hook latch, 
as indicated, and you will save your­
self much inconvenience and repairing 
of fences.
FOR FATTENING THE LAMBS
Experiments W ith Shelled Corn and 
Alfalfa Hay Furnish Valuable 
Comparison for Breeder.
CONVICTIONS IN 
NEW YORK STATE
Utica, N. Y.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
There were 12 convictions 
fines in Oneida County, New York 
stale in January, the amounts ma­
iling from $17.00 to $27.
The causes were hunting out 0f 
season, shooting pheasants, hunting 
without license and hunting while 
being aliens.
S. E. Stanton.
REED'S MILL,
JVlardl^  l,
The many friends of Mr. and Mr«. 
Milford Dunham unite in wishing 
them a happy and prosperous mar­
ried life. We are all gflad they ar» 
to live in Madrid as Milford is on* 
o'- our finest young men and w« 
would be very sorry- to lose him froa 
our midst.
Mfc-s. Harvey Vining has been vsrj 
ill with grip but is gaining at this 
writing.
Miss Marion Sargent closed her 
.school recently, and after making 
several visits in the place w-ent t* 
Phillips and was the guest of her 
father, S. J. Sairgent for several 
days.
William Dunham remains very 
poorly.
Lumbering is almost at a standstill 
and the lumbermen are lioping {or 
more snow. * t
Miss Ella Hathaway, wlio has bee» 
suffering with a bad knee for sotn* 
time, is taking hot air treatment for 
it. Dr. Currier is giving the treat- 
ment.
DISTRICT NO. 2
W. C. Coffey, chief in sheep husband­
ry at the University of Illinois, has 
completed his experiments on the pro­
portion of shelled corn and alfalfa hay 
for fattening Western lambs. The ex­
periment also furnishes a valuable 
comparison of the feeding and market 
qualities of wether and ewe lambs and 
shows the effects of early and late 
shearing on the feeding operations as 
a whole.
Western lambs which had been pur­
chased on the Chicago market about a 
year ago were used in the experiment. 
These were divided into two main 
groups. Group one was fed the largest 
quantity of corn that it was possible 
to get the lambs to consume, with just 
enough hay to keep them healthy and 
thriving. Group two was fed a large 
amount of hay, with just enbugh corn 
to put them in choice market condi­
tion.
In experiment or group one, four lots 
of wether lambs were fed as nearly as 
possible like two of the lots of wether 
Jambs. In experiment No. 2 three lots 
of lambs wTere shared early and three 
were sheared late.
In each experiment the lambs receiv­
ing the largest proportion of corn made 
the largest gains. The difference be­
tween wether and ewe lambs In feed­
ing and market qualities were slight. 
Shorn lambs ate more feed than un­
shorn lambs in warm weather, but 
there was little difference between 
them in gains and no difference in 
market quality. Lambs left in the 
fleece until the end of the experiment 
sheared from 2 to 2.75 pounds per head 
more than early-shorn lambs, and on 
this account returned more profit.
March 1. ,
David BursieJ is working for Geo. < 
Haley sawing up his wood pile.
Linwood Haley made a business 
trip to Oquossoe recently. He was 
accompanied Tiy his brother-in-law, j 
Robert Mansell.
John S. Wing celebrated his birth­
day- February 19 by taking dinaer 
with L. B. Field and family.
Mrs. Ashley Wing accompanied bf 
her friend, Mrs. Ada Haley, visited 
Mir. and Mrs. C. O. Dill Iasi Tuo- 
day. -~
Alpheus Withee and little grand­
daughter returned Tuesday from sev­
eral days’ visit in Rangeley witk 
relatives.
Mrs. Maude Crowell, who has bee* 
the guest of her mothietr Mrs. David 
Haley, has returned to her home in 
Oquossoe.
G. W. Lufkin of Eau Claire, Wis., 
who is visiting his uncle, (Tiarlei 
Lufkin and family, was a dinner 
guest at George Haley’s Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bion Wing were re 
cent guests of friends in Strong. 
J ’hey also attended Pomona meeting 
in New Vineyard, February 18. '
Mrs. Elvira Wing was hbe guest of 
her daughter, Mrs. Cynthia Caldes 
last week. Her grandchildren, Mis* 
Abbie Mae and Master Leo Calde* 
returned home with her Sunday.
Mrs. CarJ Haggan and little daugh­
ter Myrtle, who have been visiting 
rellatives in Drydem for some time is 
expected home this week.
ROAD DRAG IS INEXPENSIVE
Constant Attention Is Price of Good 
Roads— Objection That Too Much 
Money Is Spent on Grader.
(B y  C. SC H U L TZ.)
I have watched the use of the road 
drag and the grader past my house 
this summer. The drag leaves the 
road in better shape—the grader pil­
ing roughage in the middle while tbe 
drag smoothes it off nicely. But the 
greatest objection is that the drag is 
not used often enough. Constant at­
tention is the price of good roads, and 
the use of the drag is so inexpensive 
that good roads by its use are obtain­
able, or would be if the money were 
not spent in using the grader with 
four teams and five men. That’s the 
way the money goes.
Permanency of Bridges.
Concrete bridges for roads are the 
kind that spell permanency. Between 
threshing outfits and heavy motor cars 
tbe county with shaky bridges is in 
for trouble.
Keep W ater Away.
Run furrows along hills that may 
conduct water to a road and keep th* 
water away from road and ditch.
Talented Youth.
“My oldest son,” said Mrs. Twickeo- 
bury, “ speaks several languages quit* 
flippantly.”—Christian Register.
B IR T H S
Phillips, February 18, to Mr. aI^  
Mrs. Albert Kempton, a daughter.
Phillips, March 3, to Mr. and Mrs- 
N. J. Hackett, a daughter, (9 1-2lbs.)
Kingfield. February 25, to Mr. M<1 
Mrs. Leon Barden, a daughter.
M A R RIAG E,
Kingfield, Feb. 20, by Rev. A. 
Bailey, William J. Gurley and Mrs. 
Bertha A. Graves.
Kingfield, Feb. 27, James Farrington 
Wilbur, aged 71 years, 6 months, 
days. ,
Phillips, March 2, infant daughter o 
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Hackett 
Rangeley. Feb. 23, Mrs. Annie, w ie 
of Elmer Snowman, aged 52 years.
Phillips, March 3, Mr. Cyrus Voung, 
aged 69 years.
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cent h word In advance. No headline or 
^ ' ril,8Pi«y. Subjects in a. b. C. order
PRICE of shoved handle blocks, 
jiater and spaing 1915, X X blocks, 
H cents; X blocks, 60 cents; No. 3 
24 cents per dozen. Ames 
gI,ovel & Tool Co., D. G. Bean 
tgent, JB Ingham, Me.
POR SALE—Wcod saw outfits: 3
p p. complete $85: 4V& H. P. $110:
■ g  p , $ 1 2 6 : 6 H, P. $160. Guaran­
teed for five years. 28 inch saw 
$5.50. Other sizes in proportion.
Thirty d a y 6  free trial. Thorndike
jjachine Co., Portland, Maine.
A competent housekeeper wishes 
to do general housework in a small 
¡ynily. Has a bay, 13 years old 
thorn she wishes to take with her. 
¡end answers to Mrs. George Allen, 
ffflton, Maine.
FOR SALE—English pig-skin side sad 
die, never used, girt with silver 
buckle, $20.00. One pair new' “ Le 
Main” field glasses, cost $25., $16.00. 
New reloading set 30-30, cost $3.50, 
J2.00 New double Navajo saddle 
blanket $8.00. Gent’s gold filled 
iiontfng case w'ateh, good time keep­
er, cost $50.00, $15.00. Beautiful 
picture, natural stuffed owls, on oil 
painted background, oval, cover glass 
and oak frame, mounting cost $35.00, 
$15.90. E. M. Avery, Wllliamsbridge 
jogtoffiee, New York.
THREE NIGHT
SERIES SHOOT
Feb. 15 was tine last night of the 
“ World’s Series,”  at Livermore Fails, 
H. F. Small’s team winning by 8 
points.
Name 1st 2nd 3rd Total
OANYASS canoes recanvassed. Ban­
gor fillers used. Satisfaction guaran­
teed. Row boats repaired. New- 
row boats for sale. Martin L. Ful­
ler, Rangeley, Maine.
FOR SALE or rent—Seven room cot- 
lage near inlet on Rangeley Lake, 
D. E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
WANTED—A housekeeper. For fur- 
thér information write to Box 67, 
Eustis, Maine.
LOST-Last Friday night between 
Madrid and Phillips, a brown muff. 
Finder plsase leave at Maine Woods of­
fice.
FOXES W A N T E D
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young-. Also 
mink. mar-ton and fisher. Will handle above 
named animals at ail times of year. Write or 
wire wiat you have to otter, stating lowest 
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write 
me for prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS, ♦
Dover. Maine
Tel 64. IB
H. F. Small, Capt. 38 36 40 114
Roy Wend all 33 43 41 117
Frank Strout 42 34 40 116
Elmer Pushard 42 43 40 125
Herbert Wills 40 44 42 126
Donalld S. Piper 31 42 39 112
Herbert Hatch 40 39 40 119
Merton Knapp 39 41 43 123
Fred Jewell 33 38 44 115
John Adkins 41 38 41 120
O. P. Tucker 39 35 37 111
Arthur Hinds 31 39 34 104
Alton Fuller 31 28 25 84
Ralph Bun tin 23 37 35 95
Arthur Driscoll 37 38 38 113
J. O. Pengra 33 34 41 108
Meddie Cloutier 42 44 40 126
Otis Jewell 24 36 38 98
Philevei Bacbtlett 41 43 44 128
W. A. Kelley 38 38 35 111
R. O. Waite 38 40 43 121
Frank Deakin 41 31 34 106
T R. Williams 35 37 39 111
Totals 832 878 893 2603
Name 1st 2nd 3rd Totals
S. Coolidge, Capt. 42 41 45 128
C. M. Robinson 36 38 40 114
Harry Saw telle 36 38 34 108
W. F. Sawtelle 32 45 35 112
1 S. S. Loeklim 42 41 36 119
Harry Simmons 43 35 41 119
; Lewis Winter 34 39 40 113
Harvey Hadley 41 42 39 122
Alvin Record 40 33 39 112
C. D. Lyford 40 36 41 117
Cyril Jackson 37 37 32 106
P. E. Allen 30 38 30 98
Roscoe Smith 32 26 35 93
Clias. Fournier 33 39 38 110
John McCarthy 34 40 43 117
; CarroiKL Hall 40 38 39 117
C. J. Luce 38 37 37 112
I C. R. Enstedt 42 45 40 127
J. Guy Coolidge 36 40 38 114
j Herbert Lahue 37 35 3Í 107
j Geo. Buck 35 32 40 107
A. Gilbert 29 39 34 102
I  G. H. Rand 39 39 43 121
| Totals 848 873 874 2595
WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE 
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURS IF 
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each 
bottle w e give a written guarantee, 
and if not satisfied your money will be 
returned. We must please you or lose 
money.
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY 
BEEN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP­
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY 
BACK.
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR 
will lure all flesh eating animals such as 
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive*, erm­
ine, w olf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin, 
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $L00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR 
For luring muskrats only. Price (100- 
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR 
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150 
«sets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
For m aking trails to and from sets. 
Very p o w e rfu l odor. Economical to 
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
S Bottles $2.50 6 Bottles $5.00
DON’T  WASTE YOUR TIME AND 
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY 
OR M A Y  N O T  BE GOOD. USE AT­
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE- 
S U L T S -A N  INCREASED CATCH.
Animal Attractor Company, 
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.
S. W. Coolddge captured the W. A. 
Stuart Co’s, prize with a total of 128 
1 points. Phleveil Bartlett captured 
j the L. & D. Shoe Store prize with, a 
score of 128 points. C. R. Enstedt 
J captured the S'trout Fu-mituire Go’s, 
prize with a total of 127 points. 
Meddle Cloutier captured the L. L. 
j Waite prize with a score of 126.
The winning team was given an 
oyster supper at the I. O. O. F. ban­
quet hall.
down 'the river? Yes, 1 suppose so, 
but corporations are vague, soulless 
things and in this case my heart 
does not go to them. I dare say 
that I know, and like, and respect, 
various individual members interest 
ed in the passage of the Clark Pow­
er Co. bill, but I adore the river, 
so I am naturally on its side!
“ I owp three houses and 15 acres 
of land on the village street along 
the brink of the river, but I do not 
care a jot for the financial loss I 
shall suffer. if I had intended to 
make money in real estate I should, 
naturally, not have bought property 
in Salinon Falls, Maine!
“The beauty of the little village, 
the wonderful gorge and rapids be­
low the bridge, these are ’the mag­
nets that hold me year after year, 
and these are what bring our sum­
mer visitors. As a picturesque ad­
dition to the landscape the propos- 
e ’ new dam will present no charm 
to the tourist. As for me I shall 
never look upon its face, for I shall 
choose me a spot nearer New York 
where they do not hack down splen­
did trees, but care for and preserve 
them by scientific forestry methods; 
and where a river is a sacred thing, 
not to be meddled with.
“ When manufacturers can make a 
river, it is high time I think, for 
them to destroy one, even if a cer­
tain amount of practical good should 
come of such destruction.
“ A strong opposition to the bill is 
coming from the Appalachian club, 
which by a deed of gift from Miiss 
Mary Woodman holds in charge the 
east bank of the Saco just below 
Salmon Falls bridge. This beauti­
ful tablet of wooded land belongs 
therefore to the public at large, and 
they will be robbed of their rights 
if it is distfigured, because of the 
claims of a private manuaoturing en­
terprise.
“ Streams of visitors from Kenne- 
bunk, Kennebunkport, Biddeford 
Pool, Old Orchard, York Beach, and 
Kittery motor through our little 
village every summer to see the 
falls, the rapids, and tile wonderful 
gorge of the Saco, of which they 
have heard from the lip« of others. 
If the face of our landscape is 
changed, its charm being effaced by 
the necessities of this proposed bus­
iness enterprise, we shall have lost 
our valued place among the beaut» 
spots of Maine.”
EAST WELD
A U TH O R  M AY L E A V E  S T A T E .
.eutrallzed Tombs.
Mukden is one of the historic cities 
of the Far East. It lias a population 
of about three hundred thousand, who 
live partly in the old walled city and 
Partly in its extensive suburbs. The 
Failed city is a square inclosure, sur­
rounded by massive ramparts, brick 
toilt ana with fantastically decorated 
iateB. it was tne capital of the Man- 
tou dynasty that conquered China In 
Die seventeenth century and reigned 
Peking until the establishment of 
tte Chinese republic. To the north 
wd northeast o£ the city there are twc 
extensive parks, with marble gate 
weys, numerous pagodas and halls 
for ceremonial rites, avenues of colos- 
sal figures of uncouth animals carved 
to stone and grave mounds surrounded 
to groves of sacred trees. These parks 
are the burial places of the Manchu 
ton&stv, and in the operations around 
Mukden both the Russian and Japan- 
686 commanders took the greatest 
that no troops should enter the 
toclosure and that no Injury should be 
done to the groves and temples.— 
from "Famous Modern Battles.”
The Portland Press says:
Mrs. Kate Douglass Wiggiin as a 
summer resident may be lost to the 
State of Maine.
This may come about through the 
passage of the Clark Power Co. 
bill, w.liicli is now under legislative 
consideration. As is made apparent 
in her own words quoted below, her 
protest is not intended to interrupt 
Maine’s commercial progress, only 
where it promises to destroy the 
State’s unrivalled natural beauties.
Mrs. Wiggin is in Portland. She 
arrived at the Lafayette Tuesday 
from New York, and is on her way 
to Augusta, to attend an adjourned 
hearing by the committee on water 
powers, relative to the petition of 
the Clark power bill which, calls for 
a permit to change the fl'-dw of the 
Saco river at Salmon Fall«.
The hearing was begun before that 
committee last week. At ’that meet­
ing a letter from Mrs. Wiggin re­
monstrating against the propose pdlan 
for flowage was read and attracted 
widespread interest.
In an interview with a represen­
tative of The Pres« yeslterday, Mrs. 
Wiggin had this to say concerning 
the matter:
“ Yes, I have come down from New 
York to try and save that stretch of 
the Saco river that runs beneath the 
Salmon Falls bridge and passes 
“ Quillcote,” my summer home, its 
beauty is threatened by the building 
of a new dam union which will “ flow 
back” the water, filling our superb 
gorge and Indian cellar, submerging 
our glorious banks and flooding our 
favorite historic picnic ground “ Pleas­
ant Point.” ^
“Will the added poiwer develop the 
manufacturing industries farther
March 1.
Miss Jennie Sanborn has gone to 
I Upton to visit friends.
Lawrence Whitney from Temple is 
the guest of Bert Vining.
Mrs. Jesse Whitney and daughter,
; Glenn, spent Thursday of last week 
with Mrs. I. H. Buker.
Delbert Buker went to Dixfield last 
(Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Bean and 
son and two men who are hellping 
Bean and his son make shovel blocks 
are boarding at I. H. Buker’s at the 
present time. They stopped with 
George Ramsdell while making shovel 
blocks there.
Mr. and Mrs. Coney Williams will 
soon move onto the Church Pratt 
place, which Williams has recently 
purchased of Will Palmer.
Miss Venice Whitney is again 
working for Mrs. Fred Whitin.
William F. Nye is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and NYOIL 
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica­
tion. .
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporting goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
W M . F. NYE,
N iew  B ed forcU tfM ass.
NEW VINEYARD
March 1.
Leon Fish of Beilfast, formerly of 
New Vineyard was in town a few 
day« last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Pillshury visited 
Mr. and Mrs. George Tash Sunday.
Stanley Buck and his mother have 
moved into the Will Stubbs house.
Herbert Turner, who lias been sick 
the pa«t few weeks with rheumatic 
trouble, is better.
L. O. Morton of Port/Land, who has 
been with his father, William Mor­
ton a few days has returned home, 
his father being much better.
M** and Mrs. A. P. Sweet are at 
their cottage, Sweet’s pond.
George Barker has gone to Strong 
to work for C. V. Star bird.
Esther Williams and Zelma Qrcott 
of Farmington High school were at 
home over Sunday.
Mrs. Evie Laugihlin has gone to 
Hallo-well for a two weeks’ visit.
Mr. and Mrs>. L. C. Smith of New 
Portland, were in town Sunday.
Mrs. Ada Kennedy, Mrs. Mamie 
Bryant and Mrs. Agnes Luce were 
guests of Mrs. Charles Morton re­
cently.
Earle Weede, who has been haul­
ing wood from Taylor Hill woods 
went there last Saturday after the 
rain for a load. He got his horse 
into the water and it was about four 
hours before he could get help to 
get it out and home. They hatl to 
haul it home. It is getting along 
well at this writing.
EUSTIS
March 1.
March came in like a lion.
Quite a number of men in town 
attended town meeting at Stratton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gordon and 
son, Glen, visited Mrs. E. A. Gordon 
Sunday, February 28.
Miss Olive Fletcher recently visit­
ed Miss Erma Knapp at Flagstaff.
T. C. Bateman of Madison was in 
town one day the past week.
Mrs. Clinton Meader has returned 
home from Stratton, where she has 
been nursing.
Little Marion Sprague of Flagstaff 
recently visited her father, C. S. 
Sprague and her aunt, Mrs. Vera 
Sylvester.
Mrs. George Ricker is on the sick 
list.
Lester Tollman, Sylvester Bros.’ 
dlerk has been ill recently with ton­
silitis but is better.
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car­
ries a Fresh W h iff of the Pine 
Tree State w ith It. W hy Not Sub­
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All 
the Year.
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
C O M M IT T E E  HEA R IN G S
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Gaipe 
will give a public hearing in its room at the State 
House, in Augusta, on
Wednesday, March 10th, at 2 p. m.,on 
No 129. An Act to amend Section 
two of Chapter 32 of the Revised Sta­
tutes, as amended by Chapter 206 of 
the Public Laws of 1913, relating to ice 
fishing in certain waters in Oxford 
County.
ROMANCE FOUND IN WILLS
Bequests and Instructions Reveal th# 
Humor and Pathos of the Or­
dinary Lives.
The romance of wills, to my mind, 
consists primarily of the revelation 
therein of the humor and pathos of 
ordinary lives, writes E. Vine Hall 
of London, In Case and Comment. 
Thus It is that, when here In London, 
at Somerset house, I turn over the 
multitudinous leaves of old volumes, 
covering centuries of dispositions con­
ceived by common men and women 
of other days, in the hour or In the 
view of death, I feel that I am en­
gaged In a truly romantic quest. I 
handled recently a romantic original 
here, the last diary of Horatio Nelson, 
written In a little notebook inter­
leaved with thin blotting paper. It 
contains Nelson’s last prayer, fol­
lowed by a document which was 
proved as codicil to his will, and be­
gins: “October 21, 1805. Then in
the sight of the combined fleets of 
France and Spain, distant about ten 
miles.” The conclusion, which re­
calls In some ways Captain Scott’s 
last message from the antarctic 
snows is. it will be remembered, as 
follows: "I leave Emma Lady Ham­
ilton therefore a legacy to my king 
and country, that they will give her 
an ample provision to maintain her 
rank in life. I also leave to the 
beneficence of my country my adopt­
ed daughter, Horatia Nelson Thom­
son, and I desire she will use in fu­
ture the name of Nelson only. These 
are the only favors I ask of my king 
and country, at this moment when I 
am going to fight their battle. May 
God bless my king and my country, 
and all those I hold dear! My rela­
tions, it is needless to mention; they 
will of course be amply provided for."
Eve’s Growing Grave.
Jeddah is a most important town for 
the entire human race, apart from be­
ing the principal landing place for pil­
grims to Mecca. Just outside the city 
is buried Eve. The reputed mother of 
mankind, like a good Moslemah, lies 
with her fee^ towards Mecca. Her 
grave has gradually grown in size, and 
is now of huge dimensions. Burton 
calculated that our first parent 
“measured 120 paces from head to 
waist and 80 from waist to heel, and 
must have presented the appearance 
of a duck.” Probably the reason why 
the modern lover still uses that word 
as a term of ei-dearment.
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MAINE MINK
TRAPPERS
Seeing there is much interest a- 
mong the trappers as to the size and 
make of traps best adapted for catch­
ing mink, coon and otter and having 
ten years’ experience on the trap 
line I will give my views to the 
readers of H-T-T.
I was reading a very interesting 
article by Mr. R. J. Miller which was 
published in March, issue. Mr. Mil­
ler states that -a No. 1 Newihouse is 
the best trap fen* mink in any sec­
tion of the country. I disagree from 
Mr. Miller. Now before 1 proceed 
1 will make the readers acquainted 
with the trap I use and consider 
the moire profitable one to use in 
trapping mink where coon and otter 
are to be found. A No. 3 single 
spring Oneida jump trap is tilie kind. 
In the first place a No. 1 trap will 
freeze up solid where a No. 3 would 
continue to be in good working ord­
er. The reason, for this is, I think, 
because the jaws of a No. 1 trap 
when open are not as far apart as 
those of a No. 3. Of course it takes 
longer for ice to fotran over a space 
of seven inches than it does over 
that of four inches.
Now if any of you trappers do not 
believe this just wait until some 
cold day and set a No. 1 and at 
the same time set a No. 3. Set 
them half an inch under water and 
put something over the trenches; 
say a piece of moss or a bunch of 
leaves and see which one it takes 
the longest to freeze over so it will 
not spring. Another reason why I 
like the No. 3 trap is this. You 
can set a No. 3 trap three-fourths of 
an inch deeper under water and have 
your sod or leaves out of water just 
the same height as you can have on 
a No. 1 and then catch your game 
as high up on the leg as you would 
with your No. 1. So you see the 
ice does not have the chance to 
form to the jaws of a No. 3 trap 
as it does to those of a No. 1.
Mr. Miller says he thinks if he 
used a No. 3 trap he would have to 
use a pack horse to get them to his 
trapping ground. He also states 
that he sets his small traps where he 
would have to chop in order to set 
a big trap. I do not believe a man 
lias got to carry a knapsack full of 
traps all the fail to be a trapper. 
Now in the fall before trapping sea­
son opens why not take your traps to 
your trapping ground and distribute 
them out on your line. Then after 
season opens all you have to carry 
is just such implements as you think 
necessary. After the season closes 
if you intend to trap the same 
ground next year, why not collect 
your traps together jn bunches of 
eight or ten, smoke them with fir 
boughs and bury them in places as 
dry as you can find and the next 
fall they will be handy Where you 
want them and after lying six or 
eight months under a rock or in an 
old stub there wilfl not be any un­
natural scent aboult your traps.
I will admit a No. 1 Newihouse can 
be set in a smaller place than a No. 
3 jump but 1 have never had any 
trouble in setting what few traps I 
possess and I never intend to set a 
trap until I think I have found a 
suitable place for it.
Some three years ago I had out a 
line of mink traps and among them 
I had, perhaps, half a dozen No. 1 
Newhouse traps. One of these I 
had set on the shore of a pond wlier 
I had seen plenty of mink signs. On 
visiting my traps one day 1 found 
the rock culvert that I had this trap 
set in badly in need of repair. On, 
investigation 1 found that there had 
been an otter in the trap. He had 
torn down the rock culvert and find­
ing nothing else to take up his at­
tention had pulled out of the trap 
and was gone when 1 put in my ap­
pearance on the scene. A few days 
later I found another one of my No. 
1 Newhouse ^s sprung. In that 
1 found some coon hairs and a toe 
nail. It was right there that 1 
came to the conclusion that I did 
not want any more No. 1 traps.
Now boys here is mjr method of 
catching mink in the winter time: 
First get some fresh fish, some that 
will weigh any where from half 
pound to a pound and one-thali. Now 
of course you know of a spring that 
ne/er freezes up or an open pllace 
at the outlet of some pond. If so, 
your mink is just as good as caught 
if there is any in your section of 
the country. Don’t get discouraged 
if you go there and do not find any 
mink tracks. I caught six mink 
out of one spring hole on the side 
c f a pond last winter and never saw 
a track while I was trapping. Find 
two little bushes, any kind of hard 
wood is all right. Cut one about 
two feet long the other about a foot. 
Wheh you cut them off at the big­
gest end cut them where there is a 
ilirnb leaving about an inch and a 
half of the limb on. Stick the long­
est one into the fish’s mouth and 
run It through him so that it just 
sticks out of his mouth then force 
the stick in the mud or whatever 
kind of a bottom it is. Now take 
your shortest stick and drive it 
down by the fish’s head. By doing 
tl.is you can hook the butt ends of 
these two sticks together and make 
your fish fast. You can now set 
your trap on the bottom beside your 
fish. I usually set two traps and 
cover them with mud or leaves. If 
you have your trap five or six in­
ches under water they never will 
freeze up until after the spring freez­
es over. I like this set because it 
can be used in three feet of water 
and if there happens to be an otter 
come along you get him.
We have good laws regarding the 
fur bearers in this state. Trapping 
season opens November 1st, and 
closes March 1st. This is on mink, 
marten, fisher and otter. We are 
allowed to trap muskrats until May 
1st. There is a four dollar bounty 
on wildcat and they are about the 
only fur bearer that are holding 
their own in this part of the state. 
—Walter Arnold, Maine, in Hunter, 
Tradder, Trapper.
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OWNERSHIP OF 
GAME PRESERVES
Ideas of One Who Has Had Many 
Years’ Acquaintance With Fish 
and Game Laws
From the twenty-fhird biennial re­
port of the Fish and Game Com­
mission of California, we take the 
following article by Ernest Schaef- 
fle.
Dissatisfaction over the control 
and use of wild game is probably 
as widespread in the United States 
as it ever was in Europe, where 
we point whenever we want to show 
a horrible example of selfishness and 
injustice to the masses.
And, misunderstanding, as to 
the real trouble, is apparently as 
widespread as the dissatisfaction. 
No two people seem able to agree 
as to the cause of the universal com­
plaint, the blame being usually plac­
ed upon the “ game laws.” Was ever 
an institution or programme so gen­
erally misunderstood as those com­
promise statutes, usually ineffective, 
intended to preserve the country’s 
wild life!
The writer of this article makes no 
claim to wisdom; but a peculiarly 
intimate acquaintance of many years 
with, game and fish, “game laws,’.’ so- 
called “poachers’ ’ and the general 
public lias given him some know­
ledge of natural conditions and those 
unnatural conditions brought about 
by advancing civilization and he 
feels capable of explaining and clear­
ing up some of the existing dissatis­
faction and misunderstanding.
We must recognize the fact that 
in the United States, and in most 
forQign countries, land is subject to 
private ownership. Of course in 
every country large areas are col­
lectively owned, or owned by the 
“government,” the “ crown’’ or by 
free cities and by states; hut, with 
the possible exception of Russia, 
the private holding system obtains 
and is re-tty generally regarded as 
being just and wise. W e have the 
system in this country as an inher­
itance from our British predecessors 
ii: occupancy, who, in turn, had it 
from the Romans.
Along with the private land owner 
1 ship s y s te m , however, lias gone a 
somewhat conflicting system of pub­
lic ownership in wild game and fish. 
That conflict should arise as a re­
sult of th e  dual system was inevi­
table; but that much of the present 
day discontent comes from it may 
not have occurred even to careful 
students. Let us state the case con­
cretely, and see if it does not im­
mediately become clearer and more 
convincing.
About ten per cent (more or less) 
of the population owns the land 
that is not publicly owned. The re­
maining ninety per cent owns no 
land and has no rights to or upon 
any “ land” except public wafers and 
highways, public parks, reservations, 
etc.
The wild life belongs to the 
“ people,”  by which we always meam 
the hundred per cent, whether they 
own la»nd or not.
Now, the ninety per cent, being 
people—th© same as the ten per 
cent—like to ramble about on holi­
days and Sundays and to hunt and 
fish. But-—and right here the trou­
ble begins—the minority owns the 
farms and the streams and lake beds 
and borders, and quite naturally ob­
jects to trespassing and keeps or 
puts the invaders out.
AH the while, mind you, the game 
and fish belong to the gener­
al public, and the general pub­
lic knows it and curses a system of 
laws that keeps it away from them 
and in the piractical possession of 
the landholder.
The fact that a tract of land is 
used by a “gun club” or “ preserve,” 
whether by virtue of ownership o*r 
mere lease, is invariably sufficient 
to irritate the local public. For 
some reason the prejudice against a 
farmer who closes his place against 
public bunting is nothing compared 
to the ill feeling entertained for a 
club (or even an individual) who 
keeps a place as a “ preserve.”  R 
seems also that, mingled with re­
sentment at being denied a privilege, 
is to he found a rapidly growing be­
lief that th© public hag! a right to 
go on private land so long as the 
purpose is th© pursuit and taking of
“ community property,” and so long as 
no actual damage Is done to- the 
landholder’s own possessions.
It is, of course, outside the purpose 
of this article to disc ass the ques­
tions of land ownership and tres­
pass; but no argument over the 
ownership of game and the public 
rights in it can be engaged in wiith- 
out going smash against those ques­
tions. And, wha-t is more disquieting, 
it seems certain that till© present 
trouble between the hunters and fish­
ermen and those wh© control th© 
gam© and fish will continue and in­
crease. What the outcome will b© 
no one can foresee; but it is hard 
to even imagin© that a people wed­
ded to- the idea of private ownership 
in land and in the unrestricted use 
of it, as weld as to the idea of a 
divine right to protection in such 
ownership and use, would stand for 
the general “ trespass” that would 
be needed to bring about the end 
desired by the public.
That private ownership means 
careful and often complete protection 
to wild species is not always ac­
cepted by the public as sufficient 
excuse for the system. Too often 
sentiment seems to favor utter ex­
tinction of what can not he freely and 
universally enjoyed. This sentiment 
is, possibly, weak and hysterical, 
besides being a menace to animals 
that have the same right to exis­
tence and comfort that man himself 
claims.
The future may prove the vicious- 
ness of such feeling by developing 
some different scheme of holding 
land, under which every one will 
have real ownership in such wild 
life as may be spared by the pres­
ent ruthless generation. I say pres­
ent generation advisedly, for it is 
evident that another twenty-five 
years will see the practical exter­
mination of every desirable wild 
species in North America, unless the 
present slaughter is checked. Some 
doubting Thomas may say, “ That 
can’t be true, for in Great Britain, 
with her forty-five millions of people, 
tt.ev have been slaughtering for cen­
turies and still there’s plenty of 
game.” Another doubter will say, 
“ Why, just establish public game pre­
serves, like those they have in Okla-I 
homa, and everybody can have' game. I 
And even another will say, “ All they 
(note the they) need to do is to 
start farms everywhere and raise* 
pheasants and wild ducks and deer, 
etc.’ ’ Just for fun I am going to 
show tlie fallacy of all three argu­
ments—partly because they’re all fal­
lacious and dangerous, hut largely 
because they have been given wide 
circulation by irresponsible and dis­
honest agencies and are accepted, 
mor© or less, by the public.
Th© first argument is advanced by 
superficial tbinkeirs. It is true that 
there is still wild game in Great 
Britain; hut it exists because mil­
lions and millions of pounds are 
spent each year by sportsmen and 
landholders in fencing and draining, 
building of roads, trails and tele­
phone lines; in the wholesale pois­
oning and trapping of predatory birds 
and animals; in the rearing liberating 
and “ training” of millions of birds; 
in the feeding, watering, sheltering 
and even doctoring of wild deer, 
grouse and partridges, and in the 
continuous patrol against “ poachers”' 
by a body of “ keepers” nearly as 
large as the regular army of the 
United States.
Fulrther than this, the kill of game 
in (Treat Britain is not to be gauged 
by either area or population, for 
out of forty-five millions of people, 
less than sixty-eight thousand do all 
the hunting, and the number is de­
creasing. There are now over one 
hundred and sixty thousand hunters
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in California and the number ig, • 
creasing by leaps and hounds. ^
As to argument number two-t;, 
about public preserves. \\re ^  
them—have had them for years-.  ^
will have more and larger ones g1)t 
if the entire state were one presen ' 
it would not raise the game thatV 
public wants. Furthermore 
all Varieties would breed in t!,fl I 
state; most species of wildfowl breed 
only in more northern Latitudes. ^  j 
we must realize is that gam« j 
he treated like any other crop 
saving each year enough seed fw 1 
the next season’s planting, with som 
tiling over as a safeguard against fe. 
weather, epidemics, etc.
And now we come to tine last « 
gumiemt, which,i of Hie three, sounds 
the best to many enthusiasts. ^  
answer is that the game farms and 
preserves cost money, even in 
land, where families have owned tie 
same tract of laud until its value^  
been forgotten or is no longer ap 
predated, and where labor is din [ 
cheap. I have been told (by one of 
them) that capable gamekeeper; 
work in England for $6.00 a most1 
“ and found.” The sam© man would 
demand from $40.00 to $60.00 a motf 
here and would refuse to wont as 
hard or as long. But the great 
trouble is that successful game pre- 
serves and farms are almost an in. 
possibility because of the pubic's | 
determination to pursue and m 
“wild” game, even on privately, 
tags. It is true that every hunter 
does not “ poach’’ and it is also 
true that some preserve owners are 
able to protect their property; bm a 
great many hunters will hunt when 
ever the shooting is good, and fe 
average farmer or preserve own« 
'gets laughed out of cou t whenerc 
he attempts the prosecution of a 
trespasser. Som© preserve owns 
have given up the courts and by ■ 
upon the shotgun, which is a fav­
orite plan in Europe. Obviously th 
plan fails here, and what is worse 
carries the whole scheme of thing 
into increasing disrepute.
And now, lest th© reader qui 
with the feeling that the situation 
is utterly hopeless, based upon th , 
knowledge gained through expo: j 
ience and investigation, that th© A- 
meriican public at last realizes iif 
value of wild life and the terribie 
necessity of protecting the pitiin! 
remnant left, I believe also, tiai 
we will, if we find that the tinkdrii: 
or the past and of the present hif 
resulted in nothing but a sense o! 
false security, and if compromi- 
1 measures are not soon found, cter 
down on all killing, whether lv 
j commerce or for sport.
The Out-of-Doors Girl.
There is no anatomical reason nij 
a girl should not throw a ball as well 
as a boy, according to .Leslie’s Weekly. 
All she needs is the chance to do It 
Beginning with dancing and games in 
the kindergarten, and continuing with 
gymnastics and athletic leagues in 
grammar schools, high schools and cot 
leges, we are giving more attention!» 
physical training than ever before in 
this country. Already ;his is begin­
ning to show in a more vigorous type 
of both men and women
W ay Out of the Difficulty.
Before being taken to visit friendJ | 
for luncheon she was admonished no' 
to ask for her favorite portion of 
chicken, the drumstick. Upon being 
asked which piece she would like she 
remarked, at the same time looking 
at her mother wistfully, “You put'1 
over here and I’ll help mysc-lf.”
Doesn’t This Prow
ITS T R U E  WORTH’
L. Decker & Son of Clinton, Matoa 
write us this:
“We commenced selling "L. F 
Atwood's Medicine in 1868. T11616
are not many days when we 
not sell from one to three bottles.
Clinton is NOT a big city. ^  
only one of hundreds of p laces  where 
even a bigger demand exists all the 
time.
The reason? “ L. F." Atwoods 
Medicine, for over 60 years, has d 
forded relief from stomach troubles, 
biliousness, constipation and Uver 
complaints.
Try it to-day—be benefited ^  
convinced.
35 cents Big Bottle. Free sample- 
“ L. F." Medicine Co., Portland, Me
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Target Tips •>"* H u  n€ing Helpsb y  A l f r e d .  B  L a n e
Send Questiöii t^o/I^ lr Lane .^ 
care of thisçpapen { J A
wild it kill gees« when they are 
flying?
The 38-55 high power cartridge 
has an ultimate range of somewhere 
in thie neighborhood of 9,000 ft. it 
would, kill geese up to its extreme 
range. manner in which he gave battle to
B. S. W., Auburn, Maine. the opposition and the way in which
For many years I have had trou-1 he led the attacks, 
ble in keeping my shotguns clean, i But Pop is not puffed up because
beside j o,f these thing®. Except for that
career as a business mam To fin­
ish the investigation get copies of 
the Legislative Record for 1911 and 
1912. Read ’em carefully. Note the 
way in which Austin of Phillips fig- battle, 
ured in those sessions. Observe the and, to
I always use many rags
great fight for a five year close time 
on bull moose in addition to the 
perpetual close time on cow moose. 
From the start it was a hopeless 
The forces of Aroostook 
a great degree, those of
j scratch brush before using greased 
rag, but in spite of me in a little
A New Questions and Answers Department 
of Interest to Shooters
displacement, which makes it impos­
sible for him to escape attention,
while, say one year, spots appear you’d never know lie was around in 
in barrels a little way beyond the , the ordinary course of events. There 
chamber. l hey are not ru,st spots j  are half a dozen little chaps banig-
Accuracy is not governed by length 
A 24-inch barrel will shoot as ac­
curately as a 28-inch. There is a 
theoretical difference in the veloc­
ity, but the difference is so slight 
that no practical test which you 
could use would detect it. *
5. Why is the .25 cal. Stevens 
cartridge not made with smokeless 
powder?
The .25 Calibre Stevens cartridge 
is not made loaded with smokeless 
powder for the reason that the pow­
der companies have been trying for 
the last five years to make a pow­
der adapted to this size and they 
have not yet succeeded.
or deep pits, but you might liken 
them to rough places. I have often 
thought them acid eaten, caused
either by the fulminate in primer or 
something in. the nitro powder, and 
nothing will seem to remove it.
Will say for nitro cleaner I use Dr. 
Hudson’s formula. What can I do 
ar.d what causes it?
It is extremely difficult to say- 
just what the trouble is. Are you 
abolutely sure that you remove all 
leading which may occur each time 
you use the shotgun? In this con­
nection, see answer to P. E. C.,
Buda, 111. Do ycu clean your shot­
gun each time within a few hours 
after its use? If you will write me
s £ s., Hagerstown, Md.
1 ail interested in a rifle for long 
mge target wcrk and hunting big 
pjne. Would the new Springfield 
nth 19°6 cartridge be a good rifle?
Ifhat is its weigh.t and is the cart­
ridge made with full jacket and soft 
¡«1« for hunting?
The government Springfield rifle 
5!odel 19^ 3 chambered for the Model 
U06 otftridgo ha® many points in 
its favor for big game hunting and 
ioag mage target shooting. It is 
powerful, extremely accurate, and the 
artrldRe is furnished by the am- 
manition companies with various 
loads. There are Spitzer pointed
full metal jacketed buLlets of several P E. C., Buda, Illinois, 
different weights for target work and j  Could you tell me what causes,
-Bnhrelh; point” or the ordinary or at least how to remove fouling j
soft nose bullet for big game. Cn ; front a shotgun barrel which appears j
!l:s other hand, the rifle itself is j  just in front of the shell chamber?;
..«ivy—the stock is short* and does j  1 have tried soap and also a wire ITS\]M I I  D  AT IW
no: seem to suit most hunters. The | cleaner with no good results. I Shoot H U n • I I • D . r\ l  O i  H i
sights also are po< rly adapt* d to shells loaded with smokeless powder
tame Shooting, although they are and No. IVz ch. shot. I use a full
r«y good for target work. The j choke bore pump gun. 
weight c£ the Springfield rifle is 814 Shotgun barrels frequently lead for 
pooiids. ’ several inches in front of the mouth
ing around the Legislature this wint­
er, belonging in the shrimp class 
when it comes to ability, who can 
and do attract mere attention to 
themselves in five .minutes than Pop 
Austin would in a week. They shove 
their noses and tongues into every­
thing, whether it concerns them or 
not. It never has been so with
Washington county, were arrayed a- 
gainst the measure and its passage 
was prevented. Nevertheless,, Mr. 
Austin made a remarkable fight for 
the measure. He did. not lie down. 
The fight was waged up to the min­
ute the session of 1913 finally ad­
journed. Not until then did he ad­
mit that the measure was lost.
Last year, following the resigna­
tion of Chairman Wilson of the com­
mission, Governor Haines named Mr. 
Austin for the place.
It has been said, as always isi the 
case, that the appointment was .to 
pay a political debt. This may or 
may not be so. It is of little 
moment anyway, for it must be ad­
mitted that, in this instance at least, 
Governor Haines named a man whoAustin. He’s never dodged a fight.
Not on your life. Rather he g,Lor-!knew the needs of the department, 
ies in battle, especially the legislat­
ive kind. Between us, I’m not so 
sure that there are not times when 
it would please him immensely to 
settle a matter by force of arms with 
bunches of five for weapons-. The 
difference is, he stays out until he
| again enclosing a stamped envoio-pe; knows what lie’s talking about and 
and giving as many details as pos-j ila.s accumulated some facts. He may
sible, I may be able to help you out. j be mistaken. That is no discredit, 
i He studies the facts, draws certain 
deductions therefrom and fights ac­
cordingly.
Thai lias been his record always'.
OF PHILLIPS
D. C. McD., Pittsburgh, Pa.
I wish to buy a .22 long rifle re­
peater and as 1 do not know of any 
such rifle as this with the bolt ac­
tion and not weighing mare than 5 
pounds, I am writing you for informa-! 
tion concerning such a rifle. If 
you do not know cf a rifle of the 
above descriptaoi , would you recom­
mend to me a. repeater that would 
be suit&bde for a person with one 
arm?
I do not know of a .22 calibre bolt 
action repeating rifle to handle the 
.22 long rifle cartridge weighing not
o? the shell and in the choke. It 
is rather difficult to tell just what 
the cause is with your gun without 
knowing the exact condition of the 
inside of 'the barrel. The Tomlin­
son brass wire gauze cleaner is very 
effective for removing leading. I 
have never seen a case where this 
cleaner would not remove all depos­
its of lead if applied with a good ni- 
tro-sodvent oil and a liberal amount of 
‘ ‘elbow grease.’’ There are other 
brass wire cleaners which would be 
equally effective. It might be a 
i good plan to have the makers of 
1 your gun repod.ish the barrel-
Chairman of the Inland Fish and 
Game Commission and a Real 
Sportsman
Harry Austin started life 48 years 
ago at Franklin Falls. During the 
early part of his career he depended 
upon hits parentis for a living, but 
later went into business for himself.
I This later period began upon liis 
I graduation from Bowdoin with the
Harry B. Austin is a sportsman 
in every sense of the word. He 
hunts and fishes. He lias done so 
from boyhood. Before him his fath­
er was one of the greatest sports­
men of the State. The chairman 
knows what the woods and waters 
need. He lias studied tlie situation 
from all angles and his opinion, 
whether you agree with him or not, 
is entitled to weight because it is 
that of a practical sportsman and 
not of a theorist.
He has one experience to liis cred­
it, which few other men in Maine 
have known and which it is to be 
questioned if anybody will ever a- 
gai-n have.
He lia® hunted buffalo and has 
killed, eight of them!
In 1881, at tlie age of 15, he 
went West with his father on a
more than five pounds. There is 
one made abroad which is of mili- W. L. C., Crewe, Va. 
tary style and weight which ofi WiU a 28-inch choke bored gun kill 
course would not be suitable.. Elim-! as far as a 40-inch choke ' bore, 
rating the bolt action, there are two shooting same loads, or will a high,
other types of action the Lever ac- prfc.e gun kill any farther ’than -a
tioo or the fore arm action, and i cpeap gun, both same length bar-
neither of these could be easily op- reis and bore? What is the maxi-
erated by a man with one arm. I®! mum lengtn of barrel for hard slioot- 
i olioice between the two I should : jug—we read in the catalogs of 28- 
think that tlie slide action would be ijtell guns claimed by their makers 
hotter. t-* kill as far as any other gun, and
Have you considered the .22 auto- tnen we find again the 40-i.nch claim-
loading or automatic styles? I should 
think they would solve the problem 
for you.
P. L. W., Monon, Indiana.
1. I have a Marlin ’97 model .22 
cal., 28-inch barrel, fitted with 8 
Power Stevens scope. The rifle has 
always been very accurate without 
the scope, but with it 1 can get no 
results. At 25 yd®, with rest have 
hit center and then without moving 
Else 10 to 18 inches. Would like 
to know if there is any special way 
to sight with one. Scope was re­
cently mounted by Stevens Co. Long 
rifle smokeless ammunition, 3 yrs. 
old.
it is barely possible that in ship­
ping tihe rifle to you the mounting or 
tlie cross hairs have become so 
loosened that shooting the rifle jars 
Hi® into a new position. There is 
no special way of sighting through a 
telescope sight. It may be that 
lour ammunition is to blame.
“■ Do rim fire smokeless cartrid­
ge depreciate in strength and acc-ur- 
,?y with age, say four years?
Smokeless .22 calibre cartridges 
Nor certain conditions will some- 
hucs depreciate witlb age.
3- Which is the best for barrel, 
inside or outside lubricated bullets?
There is no difference in wear on 
‘¿e barrel between inside and out- 
!iie lubricated bullets, but as the 
■22 long rifle cartridge i.s ffibt made 
in*We lubricated, I would strongly 
ttcomnierd the use of lubricated bul- 
iets as their use reduces wear on the 
khrel to a minimum.
t Has a 28-inch, barrel an advan­
ce over a 24-inch, barrel for accur- 
*7 and hard shooting in small bore 
rifles?
ed for ‘ ‘extreme long range” and it 
is generally a ch ^ p  grade. We rare­
ly ever see a high price gun over 
32 inches.
A 28-inch full cl ok,e barrel will 
shcot as hard and close as a 40- 
inch barrel. The closeness of pat­
tern is not dependent on the length 
cf barrel, hut upon the proper bo-ring 
of it. ’There is a theoretical dif­
ference cf less than one foot per 
second velocity p er. inch in shotgun 
barrel®, but with a barrel as long 
as 40 inches, the increased friction 
would probably overbalance this in­
crease. You can readily understand 
how little effect this difference would 
have when the variation of velocity 
in two successive loads from the 
same gun. under identically the same 
conditions may be as much as 40 
or 50 ft. per second. It is- a com­
mon impression' that a very long 
barrel will shoot harder and closer 
than a shorter barrel. This i.s ab­
solutely not true, however. A high 
priced shotgun will not necessarily 
shoot better than a cheap one. This 
is determined entirely by the boring, 
although of course a cheap shotgun 
necessarily would receive less care 
im anufacture and testing than the 
high priced gun does. I would rec­
ommend choosing a gun with a bar- 
re1 that wculd give the proper bal­
ance and if purchased from reputa­
ble manufacturers you need have no 
■fear as to its ability to shoot as 
hard and close as possible with tlie 
gaiige shell you are using.
D. T., Fresno, Cal.
Will you please let me know 
how far a 1912 model Marlin 38-55 
rifle will sh.cot and at what distance
The following article by Sam E.
Connor appeared in tlie magazine sec­
tion of the Lewiston Journal of re­
cent date:
It is true, probably, seme men 
are born great, others achieve great­
ness while upon others' greatness is 
forced. Outside Hon. Harry B. Aus­
tin of Phillips I know of no Maine 
man to whom all three apply.
“ Pop,” as all friends of the 
chairman of the Inland Fish and 
Game commission call him, is great!
Figured according to displacement 
he goes into the battleship class. 
Considered from the point of activ­
ity in a scrap cn the floor of the 
House one naturally inclines to c la s s  j game, 
him with the torpedo boats. Again, ; 
viewing his work from the carefully 
planned, yet swift, daring dash a-1 
gainst tlie opposition’s strongest i 
point, you can't help thinking of ■ 
the sensational raids of the sub- \ 
marines.
The foregoing remarks seem a tri­
fle misleading, but their purpose is 
to convey Lie idea that Chairman 
Austin is a husky individual, men-
ing college. Accordingly lie went 
| to Weld and established a spool 
I mill. Tlie firm name of this con- 
1 eern was Austin & Co. He oper 
ated this mill until 1896, when he 
went to Phillips and there erected 
j  a mill. This he operated until 1904, 
j then sold out to the International 
Manufacturing Co. In November, 
1913, he returned to the spool busin­
ess. The International Manufactur­
ing Co. wanted him to take charge 
of their sales department. He re­
mained in that position until Janu­
ary, 1914, when the company invited 
him to take on, in addition to the 
sales department, the general super- 
intendency of their business. He did 
so and still holds that position.
So much for his business career. 
Now for the political end of the
does no unnecessary wiggling when 
he steps on the platform; it just 
goes up with' a bang and stay® up. 
His mental equipment is ‘ ‘A No-. 1.'" 
In witness of this see the rating 
which Bowdoin college gave him. 
For furtlier evidence glance at liis
Commonwealth Hotel 
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass. 
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $ 1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use of public shower baths.
Nothini! to Bqual This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suit ee of two rooms p.nd bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
Send for Booklet
STORER F. GRAFTS Gen. Manager
class of 1887.
Spools were liis ambition on leav-1 hunting expedition. They first hunt-
' ed duck in Minnesota, then went to 
North Dakota where they enjoyed 
prairie chicken and goose shooting 
.. and finally went to the Bad Lands 
of Montana, for black tail deer and 
buffalo shooting. This was the 
next to the last year of buffalo hunt­
ing in this country, for in 1883 they 
had disappeared. While the rest of 
the party did their buffalo shooting 
from a buckboard, Harry and the 
guide shot from a pony’s back.
All together the party killed 32 
buffalo in one afternoon. Chairman 
Austin says of it: “ We went there
intending to hunt for a week, but 
one afternoon was enough. There 
was no sport to it. It was just 
like going into a barnyard and shoot­
ing domestic cattle. They did not 
take away the carcasses or the 
hides, but gave them to some pro­
fessional hunters.” Among the chair­
man's collection of mementoes at 
home is a bullet which was taken 
out of the neck of a big bull shot 
by him that day. This bull was 
killed at a distance of 900 yards by a 
bullet fired at random into the herd- 
On this afternoon the future chair­
man of the fish and game commis­
sion used a 45-70 Springfield car­
bine, single shot, while the others 
used, repeating rifles.
Since then he has shot big game 
i.n Maine, has caught many a big 
trout and salmon, has lived the out- 
of-door life, summer and winter. He 
is glad that he had the buffalo 
shooting experience, but declares it 
was no sport to. compare with a ‘ 
Maine moose or deer hunt, and that 
is why he wants this State’s game 
protected and perpetuated, that there 
always may be good sport in Maine 
for the true sportsman.
At college ‘Austin wras' in. tlie class 
with Clarence B. Burleigh, mow 
dead. Clarence was son of Sena­
tor Burleigh. He grew' up in a 
political atmosphere, lived and died 
in it. To Clarence . Burleigh there 
were but two things outside his fam­
ily, which held a place with politics. 
They were Ills newspaper work and 
baseball. Another Bowdoin class-tally and physically. He hits the
, „  or»rt .pi * v^OITV, mate of Austin’s wTas John Lane, lrke-scale® at some over 300. The »earn .(wise of Augusta and born with a 
natural love of politics. With no 
other incentive he must have become 
interested in politics from association 
with Burleigh and Lane. There was 
other incentive. Austin senior had 
been some figure in politics; also. 
Franklin was a political county, much 
as Kennebec was and is. The 
young man early had gained an in­
terest in the game.
Naturally, he kept in polities and 
long before he came down to Au­
gusta as a member of the Legislat­
ure was known as one of Franklin 
county’s republican leaders. He took 
part in town caucuses and in county 
conventions. He was sent to dis­
trict and State conventions and in 
1908 presided over the second dis­
trict convention in Lewiston, where 
his wcrk was splendid. At that con­
vention one of the hardest-fought con­
tests for a congressional nomination 
which Maine had knoiwn in half a i 
century came to a head. The pre­
siding officer had to be on his toes 
all the time. Austin was there with 
the goods.
ASHBY LEAVES
FOR FAR WEST
W. T. Ashby wrote us from Cariboi
under date cf February 16th that he 
expected to leave Maine in a few days 
and go io Wisconsin and Colorado 
and from there to. the Pacific coast.
He informed us that he .may never 
come to Maine again and that he 
will try and send us something for 
Maine Woods when he gets to tike 
Rocky Mountains in regard to the 
fish and game in the far west.
In 1911 and 1913 he was a member 
of the House of Representatives from Whenever you write to -np of our 
Phillips. Both years lie was on the; advertisers, don’t forget to mention 
committee on inland fish, and game, i Maine Woods. It is important to 
In 1913 he was chairman of that com-; yoai to do so; important to u® and 
mittee on the part of the House. J the advertiser naturally wants to 
During that session he made the know where you found hi® name.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
Iggl ✓  * M /•
i  . - ; é k
Are delightfully situated on shore of L ike 
Pailin on direct line from Quebec toRangeley 
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo­
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the 
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly 
fishing the whole season The house and 
camps are new and have all modern conven­
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock 
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun­
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Write for booklet. H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor. Jackman. Maine
Are You Going Hunting?
f  If so, write me the number of persons in your party, 
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you
T H E  E X A C T  C O S T
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut 
rates to all during October and November. I will also 
send you names of parties who have hunted here that 
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, battl­
ing and mountain climbing. Separate camps £®r 
all parties, with special accommodations foiii’am- 
ilies. Sizteen trout ponds of fly and bait fishing, 
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit ATTE A N  
CAMPS, may come to Holden’s Garage, one* 
mile from camp, where motor boat will meet 
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on 
request.
RUEL E, H OLDEN. Jackman, Maine
VAUGHAN CAMPS
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known 
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by 
me and are open for Fishing and Hunting for 
the season of 1915. An ideal family summer 
resort. Telephone connections. A most beau ti' 
ful climate during the summer months; cool, 
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting 
in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake 
Fishing. Prices reasonable. For full partic-, 
ulars, address
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop., 
EUSTIS, - - MAINE
W ar or no war 
Pierce Pond Camps
will be open on time for large trout and salmon 
fishing. Best of reference? furnished. Senjl 
for circular.' C. A. Spaulding, Caratunk, Me.
Y O R K  C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT'
John 6arviile’s Camps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
are most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
nnknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with 
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
THE CARRY POND CAMPS
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of 
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. 
Write for circular.
HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish­
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop., 
Caratunk, Me.
TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt­
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper. 
It is a 81.00 publication but if you act quick only 
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable 
information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi­
dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere 
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted. 
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept, M„ Huntington. 
W. Va.
PRELIMINARY
SPEAKING
Andover High and Rangeley High 
Play Basket Ball.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor 
A famous resort for anglers and hun­
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st. 
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 
Maine.
W E S T  E N D
H O T E L
H. M. C A STN E R, Prop’r. 
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for 
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports 
men. All farm, dairy products, pork 
and poultry from our own farm, enabl­
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, 
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc. 
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New 
England, Best black bass fishing in the world, 
bast trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
KANGELE1 TAVERN 8  LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
(• Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile j 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House 
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
* N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.
P LE A S A N T ISLAND  C A M P S
On Cusuptic Lake —Fishing unexcelled 
— Best of hunting—Special rates for 
June, September, October and Novem­
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor, 
Pleasant Island, Maine, j
RANGELEY LAKES
j Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
! fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
I House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.. 
I Upper Dam, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, W ashington Co., Me.
World wide known for its famous fishing, 
venation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake 
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good 
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for 
autchines. From there one can take steamer to
«ty part o f the lake territory. The best hunt g. fishing and vacation section of beautiful ashington Co. Address for particulars W. G. ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to April 1st.
DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
MOOSEI.OOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Bf at fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS, j
BIG RESULTS
F R O M  S M A L L  ADS.
What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look  around and see i f  you haven’t som e Fire Arm s, 
Boats, A  D og, A n A utom obile, A  Camera, Tent, H am ­
m ock or som ething else you don ’t want.
Someone else is sure to want it
W e have sold things fo r  others, and we can do the 
sam e fo r  you. Rates one cent a w ord in advance.
Address, Classified D epartm ent,
M A IN E  W OODS,
Phillips, Maine
(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, March 2.—Mr. and Mrs. 
M. W. Boulter have begun housekeep­
ing in the C. Berne Ellis house, Al­
len street.
The five-act play given by the Boy 
Scouts was well attended and the parts 
well taken.
Bert. Kimball spent a few days at 
W. T. Hoar’s the first of the week 
en route for Bald Mt. Camps.
Miss Faye Worth,ley* accompanied 
by Mrs. C. M. Cushman left Monday 
morning for Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russel], who 
have been attending the Hardware 
Convention at Boston returned home 
Saturday night.
Miss Emma Russell, Who is having 
a vacaation from her school at 
Phillips is substituting for Mrs. 
Frank Badger, who has been out of 
school because of illness.
Five new members were admitted 
to the Grange Saturday evening. 
After the exarccises conundrums wei$ 
guessed and games njoyed.
Leslie D-cak Leslie Abbott and 
Lero Toothaker who have been em­
ployed by S. B. Hinkley at Madrid 
are at home for a few' days.
Miss Phyllis Robertson was a re­
cent guest of her sister, Miss Mil­
dred at Bates College.
Miss Elsie Badger of Phillips has 
been caring for Mrs. Frank Badger 
during her recent ¿'Illness. Mrs. Bad­
ger/ has so far recovered as to be 
able to sit up and will resume her 
school duties soon.
Mrs. Fredella Soule entertained 
the Jolly TwelTe last week. Refresh­
ments of shrimp wgigle, cake and 
coffee. Thursday the club meets 
with Mrs. Ida Carlton.
C. W. Skillings of Strong was in 
town over Saturday.
Last Friday night Andover High 
and Rangeley High schools played a 
fast game of ball at the rink result­
ing in the score of 22 to 20 favor 
of Andover. Following is the line­
up:
Andover R. H. S.
H, Lamb 1. f. 1. Y. Vhurston
V. Oakes r. f. r. f. Bodwell
D. Pillsbury c. c. Baker
W. Raymond r. g. r. g. Cole
Carl Cakes 1. g. 1. g. Curtis
sub., Thomas 
Referee, H. Amber; timekeeper, R. 
Pillsbury; 20-minute halves. March 
19 and 20 R. H. S. will play at Rum- 
frod and Andover respectively.
Funeral services for Mrs. Elmer 
Snowiiuan were held Thursday after­
noon from her hate home on the Ker- 
nebago road Rev. H. A. Childs of­
ficiating. Mrs. Snowman underwent 
a very critical operation recently 
from which she never recove,red. 
Miss Muriel Hoar and Mrs. Albert 
Carllton sang. The flowers were 
many and testified to the high es­
teem in which she was held by her 
many friends. Her age was about 
53 years. Mrs. Snowman was a ver 
estimable woman and although net 
active in social circles is mourned 
by a large circle of friends and a 
husband. Aaron Soule, Allen Mc­
Cain, Blanche Tomlinson and Frank 
Philhrick acted as hearers.
The Preliminary Speaking was held 
at the church Tuesday, February 23. 
A large number were in attendance 
and the exercises were of a high, 
order. H. A. Childs, Miss P. M. 
Riehardscn and James Maithieson 
acted as judges.
Duet, Piano, lid* Rowe and Mrs.
Childs
Prayer, Rev. H. A. Childs
Duet, Vocal, I'lda Rowe and Mrs.
Carllton
“ 'Tommy’s Girl,” Susie Stewart
“ Cherokee Roses,” Susie Tibbetts 
“ At Confession,”
Madelaine Hamden 
“,’Elul/egy on Daniel O’Coninell”
Don Pililsbury 
Solo, Vocal, Susie Tibbetts
“ Why Scheffer Didn’t Play,”
\ Phyllis Robretson
“ Liberty and Union,”  Vance Oakes 
“ A Chariot Race in the Time of 
Christ,” Mildred Huntoon
Decision of Judges
Solo, Piano, Bertha Russell
Owing to illniess Helen Raymond
was unable to speak, thus making- 
only seven instead of the eglbt 
which were chosen. The judges 
decided in favor of Phyilllis Robert­
son and Vance Oakes to speak at 
Phillips- in April,, a,s the contest has 
been postponed from Mardi 19, until 
sometime in April.
GAME LAWS MADE7 
TO PROTECT GAME
All Men Are Not Gentlemen and 
AH Fishermen Are Not Honest.
BEST FEEDING FOR PROTEIN
Necessity for Giving More Than One 
Grain— W heat Bran, Corn and 
Stover Make Good Ration.
Dairymen who are on a short al­
lowance in the matter of grain natur­
ally wish, to keep down the expense 
bill, and make the mistake of feeding 
one grain only. For example, a cor­
respondent asks which would give 
him the best results, corn or wheat 
bran, when, as a matter of fact, he 
should feed both to get anywhere 
near a balanced ration, and they 
should be fed in the proportion of 
one part of the wheat bran to six parts 
of the com. This, with corn stover 
as roughage and with an occasional 
feed of oil meal or a change to some 
of the concentrated feeds like gluten 
meal, will supply a fairly balanced 
ration and not a costly one. Those 
who have to do with farm affairs are 
coming more and more to figure out 
these problems instead of guessing at 
what they should do or working on 
the same plans they followed years 
ago, when conditions were, perhaps, 
much different. This is going in the 
right direction and the ultimate re­
sults will not fail to be satisfactory.
RINGING THE VICIOUS HOGS
Utica, N. Y., Feb. 23, 1915 
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I11 the issue of your paper a 
February 11th, Mr. J. F. 'Haynes ¿e. 
dares himself for each county ¡j 
the State to make its own game laws
The article in general shows him 
to be a sincere person but %  ideas 
expressed are but the fairy 
and hopes for results which have 
been tried out many times to i*. 
gret.
It seems his guide life of thirty 
eight years has not mixed him jj 
much with the game law makers and 
also of the officers of the game 
law clubs, especially in the Net 
York State where there are over 
thirty.
Now, these hundreds cf members 
have thrashed thier ideas of county 
laws to a finish many tim.es. J
In regard to the game laws,, they 
are made to protect game not for 
the convenience of any man or get 
of men from any county. The eari- 
her this idea gets ouit of some minds 
that laws should be made for the 
convenience of some men, the bet­
ter it will be for all. The greater 
good to the greater number is a 
good plan -and avoids selfishness 
and it is hoped that laiw makers 
will profit in game law making by 
the results of the years that are past 
but not by any single individual's 
notion or desire.
You see, the law breaker, might 
fish, along 'the border of two coun­
ties and claim he caught the fish in 
either county to suit himself and 
| thus avoid the duties of the game 
| warden.
All men are not gentlemen and 
l all fishermen are not honest sports 
men and such traits as some cf them 
j have, have to be guarded against. 1 
S. E. Stanton.
Unruly Sows Inclined to Make Trouble 
of Various Kinds May Be Sub­
dued by Use of Ropes.
When the sows get unruly and in­
clined to make trouble of various 
kinds they can be readily controlled 
by an arrangement made of ropes and 
placed around the jaws of the animal. 
Such a rope is not easy to put in po­
sition with an angry hog, so a little 
device made of an old broom handle 
is used. Insert a small hook in one 
end of the handle and near the other 
end nail a strap, which, fastened so as 
to form a loop, will enable one to get 
a firmer grip on the handle. Then 
take Ihe rope and make a slip noose 
in one end, hang it from the hook on 
the end of the small pole and, with a 
quick movement, place the loop over 
and around the upper jaw, when the 
mouth is forced open. Take hold of 
the rope with one hand just above the 
noose and with the help of the ringer 
insert the ring or rings on the snout. 
The animal will be unable to fight 
much with this appliance around its 
jaw.
HAS HUNTER BEEN 
AROUND SQUIRREL?
“ New” , Says He Has—Biddeforil 
Journal inclined lo Agree.
GROUND WIRES SAVE STOCK
Gives Considerable Protection From 
Lightning and Is Profitable In­
vestment for Farmers.
(By F R A N K  M. W H fT E , W iscon sin  A g ­
ricultural C ollege.)
Grounding fence wires affords con­
siderable protection from lightning 
and*is a worth while investment for 
farmers.
As hundreds of valuable animals are 
struck by lightning in this state every 
summer, many of the casualties be­
ing directly due to currents carried 
along pasture fences, such advice is 
particularly timely.
To secure the best results ground 
wires ought to be placed about one 
hundred feat apart and closely stapled 
to the post, so as form a contact with 
every one of the fence wires. The 
ground wires should also extend slight­
ly above the fence post, and, like a 
lightning rod, should penetrate the soil 
far enough to reach moist earth. No. 
8 or 9 wire is most satisfactory for 
this purpose.
Florist’s Bright Ideas.
“ The young lady has many admir­
ers. I wish to send her some flowers 
that will cause her to keep me in mind 
while she’s away.” “ Well, there’s rose­
mary, said the dealer reflectively. 
“That’s for remembrance. Or you 
might send some forget-me-nots.” — 
Louisville Courier Journal.
Newt Newkirk in his All Sorts de­
partment in the Boston Post lias giv­
en hostages to fortune by permitting 
a revival! of the old quertioa of the 
hunter and the squirrel. You re­
member it? Squirrel on tree; hunt­
er trying to get a shot; moves a- 
round tree in a circle; at same time 
squirrel moves around, keeping out 
of sight; when hunter has made com­
plete circle around tree, has he also 
been around the squirrel? There 
you have it. New't says lie ^  
right off, just like that. He says 
the question was first asked him »- 
way back in 1832, and that since 'the 
the query has been repeated 42.798 
times. W e’re inclined to agree with 
New’t that if the hunter goes around 
the tree he has gone around every­
thing that may be on the tree, 
eluding the squirrel, though the oth­
er side lias ground for argument, a 
bit shaky, perhaps, but better than 
nothing, in the contention that to go 
around a thing one must go on ** 
sides of it, a thing the hunter does 
not do when he chases the squirrel 
around the tree.—Biddeford Journal- 
Maine Woods would like to hSW 
the opinions of others expressed <® 
this old question of the hunter and 
the squirrel. Send in your ides® 
for publication.
POPULAR HOTEL
MAN DEAD
Friends all over the country will 
regret to learn of the death of CaP 
H. C. Chapman at his apartments at 
the Bangor House.
Mr. Chapman has been proprietor 
of the Bangor House for many yearS' 
and lias made this hotel one of the 
most popular in the state.
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THE DRAMA A  
GRAND SUCCESS
preliminaries to Be Held at M. E. 
Church, March 5.
(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, March 1.—Mr. and Mrs. 
Horatio N. Luce very pleasantly en- 
lartained a party <jf friends at their 
tome last Tuesday night. The even­
ing was spent in playing flinch, 
during which time refreshments of 
¡to cream, assorted cakes and fancy 
crackers were served, after which. 
,igars and assorted candy were pas­
sed. Those present were Mr. and 
Mrs. Charlies Pease, Mr. and Mr. L. 
L. Partridge, Dr. and Mrs. C. W. 
Ben, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Daggett, 
.Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bradford. A 
delightful evening was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Durrell and 
little daughter visited relatives in 
iiingfxeld a few days recently.
Mrs. Gusta Lisherness of Stratton 
risited her brother, Charles Richards 
tod family a few days recently.
Mrs. H. A. Clifford and son, (her­
ald of Winthrop, were recent guests 
of their daughter and sister, Mrs.
a few days with her daughter, Mrs. 
C V. Star bird.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bates were 
in Phillips recently on business.
The friends of Miss Iva Whiting 
are pleased to know she is gaining 
from her recent illness. Miss Sadie 
Bates who has cared for her the past 
jw weeks lias returned heme.
Mrs. John Jacobs, son Clyde, 
daughter Thelma, and Miss Marion 
Look of New Vineyard were in town 
Friday night and attended the drama, 
“Caught Cut.”
The ice went out of Sandy river 
last Thursday night and overflowed 
the intervale and read below Arthur
chaperon, started for Washington, D. 
C., to-day, Thursday. To-night they 
spend in Portland and attend a 
musical in City Halil. On their re­
turn home they wall stop at New 
York, where they will visit relatives 
and friends for several weeks.
On account of the serious illness 
of his mother, Mins. J. J. Holman, 
Rev. W. P. Holman was unable to 
take charge of the services Sunday. 
The pulpit was supplied by George 
B Ninde, a returned missionary from 
Mederia Islands. Mr. Ninde preach­
ed a most interesting and instruc­
tive sermon.
The “ Merry Makers” met at the 
home of Miss Rebecca Rounds last 
Saturday afternoon, where a most 
delightful time was enjoyed. Thpse 
present were Mrs. Meillie Bradford, 
Misses Sara Bell, Kathleen Mitchell, 
Crystcl Robbins, Bertha Glennon, 
Winnie Oliver, Ella Willard, Rebecca 
Rounds, Mis® Hilda Lewis being an 
invited guest. The nexd meeting 
willl be with Miss Kathleen Mit­
chell.
Miss Zeilma Orcutt and brother 
cf New Vineyard were in town Fri­
day night and attended the drama.
The Ladles’ Aid furnished dinner 
for Town Meeting last Monday in 
Bates’ hall.
The drama “ Caught Out” was giv- 
en by the pupils of the High school, 
Ellen Kilkenny recently spent | ' ast *’ riday night in McLeary s hall,
and was a grand success. Each one 
took their part in a most commenda­
ble manner. Much credit is due 
Miss Marion Presson. who was ob­
liged to take tlie part assigned Miss 
Marion Johnson as she was unable 
t j be present on acecount cf the ice 
and water in the road, caused by 
the heavy rain. After the play a 
sociable and dance was enjoyed. They 
cleared about twenty-four dollars. 
It is rumored they intend to re­
peat it at New Vineyord in the 
near future.
The friends of Mrs. Dan Leighton 
are sorry to know she is 
well as she has been for
Brackley’s so that all travel had to ! Paat- AH I,cpe> however, she may
have a complete recovery soon. She 
Is cared for by her mother, Mrs.
not as 
a week
be suspended for several days. Huge 
cakes of ice were piled several
feet high in and along the road fo r 1 ^  hliam Blanding.
some distance.
The members of
The Preliminary Speaking Contest 
the graduating i will be held next Friday night at 
rliss. Misses Marion Johnson, Gladys the Methodist church at 8 o'clock, to 
Johnson. Marion Presson and the [ choose the best boy and girl speaker 
Grammar school teacher, Miss E lla! to represent the Strong High school 
Folterten, with Mrs. Nina F. Sprague at Phillips at the Interscholastic
Cross, F everish  C hild  is B ilious or C onstipated
Give Preble’s
LAXATIVE SYRUP
Every m oth er realizes a fte r  g iv ir g  her ch ildren  
Preble’s L a x a tiv e  Syrup th at th is is their ideal 
laxative, because they love its p leasant taste and 
it thoroughly cleanses the ten d er little  stcm ach , 
liver and bow els w ith ou t g r ip in g .
When cross, irr ita b le , feverish  or breath  is bad, 
stomach sour, look  at the tongu e, m oth er! I f  
coated, g iv e  a teasp oon fu l o f  this harm less laxa ­
tive and in a fe w  hours all the fo u l constipated  
waste, sour bile and undigested  fo o d  passes out o f  
the bcw els and y ou  have a w ell baby. W hen the 
child has a cold  use the laxa tive  fo r  a g o o d  inside 
cleansing is the first treatm en t.
Four Ounces For 25 Cents
Every b ottle  gu aran teed . It takes the place 
of Castoria. T ry  a b o tt le  today  and start right.
D D U D I  C > Ç  n LD CORNERC 
i K L d LL o  v / d r u g  STORE*
The Store
Priez Speaking Contest. Admission 
25 cen.ts. Children 15 cents.
Mts. Lucinda Butterfield of Phillips 
who has spent the past few weeks 
with her grandson, Harry Chandler 
and wife, lias returned to heir home.
C. V. Starhird started 1 is mill 
Monday for his year’s run. He has 
been delayed a week on account of 
the town water being frozen. Super­
intendent Alton Tucker I^ as had a 
crew of men and gasoline engine 
busy for several days.
There will be a dance iin Luce’s 
ball to-night, Thursday, March 4th, 
with music by Dyer’s orchestra.
Dr. VV. S. Lovejcy was in Range- 
ley several days recently on pro­
fessional business. He is busy night 
and day with calls in and around 
town. Mrs. Lovejoy recently visit- 
e«' relatives in Rangel-ey several 
days.
Dr. C. W. Bell was in Lewistcn on 
business a few days last week.
The , members of the graduating 
class who start for Washington, D. 
C., to-day, raised $16.00 toward their 
fund last Monday at town meeting 
| by selling pop com and personal 
; gifts, for which they felt very grate- 
| ful.
The Camp Pire Girls met at the 
home of Miss Marion Richardson, 
Monday evening of this week, where 
a most interesting and instructive 
lecture was given by Dr. Mary Cros- 
well of Farmington. There were 
21 girls present. During the even- 
j  ing delicious refreshments were serv­
ed, consisting of ice cream, cake and 
fancy crackers.
Ghelsa Stewart, who is working in 
I Madrid, spent a few days the first 
of the week with friends'in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Collins are 
receiving congratulations on the ar­
rival of a little daughter at their 
¡home, born March 1.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Ninde and i 
children Edward and Eleanor o f ! 
Cambridge, Mass., were recent guestsj 
I of Mrs. Ninde’s parents, Mr. and j 
Mrs. T. J. Pennell. '
Mrs. Bradford Beal is in very I 
poor health, her friends will be J 
I sorry to know.
Schools in town close thdls week, I 
| Friday, for a two weeks’ vacatino.
Word was received Tuesday morn­
ing of the death, of Bradbury Hoyt of 
New' Pcrtland. Mr. Hoyt was the 
father of Mrs. W. 1. Smith of this j 
town, who were grieved to learn of 
has death. The funeral services 
were held to-day. Thursday, from 
I his home in New Portland.
The friends of Ernest Chandler 
will be pleased to know he returned 
from the Central Maine hospital at 
Lewiston Tuesday noon, where he 
had been for an operation for ap­
pendicitis.
George B. Ninde gave a most in­
teresting talk to the children of the 
Intermediate school and teachers, 
last Tuesday aftfernocn. His talk 
was mostly of the wrays and customs 
of the children of Maderia Island.
Mrs. Justin McLeary of Farmang- 
I ton was a recent guest cf her biroth- 
| er, D. E. Leighton and family.
The members of the base ball team 
i are planning to give an entertain- 
| ntent and dance in the near future.
BLAINE S. VILES 
NAMED FOR MAYOR
Augusta Republicans met in cau­
cus at City hall Wednesday evening 
and nominated Blaine S. Viles for 
mayor for the ensuing year. The 
speech of nomination was made by 
the Hon. John E. Nelson, and those 
who made speeches seconding the 
nomination of Mr. Viles were Man 
nang S. Campbell, Wall1 ter M. San 
born , Ralph Webber, Charles R 
Kinsman, Aime Caisiavant a.nd Edward 
Hussey. Several other prominent 
Republicans made brief but enthus­
iastic speeches. The meeting was 
characterized by its brevity, the 
nomination of the mayor and city 
ticket being expeditiously accomplish­
ed in 45 minutes.
i f  Y o u
are troubled with heartburn, gases and 
a distressed feeling after eating take a
D e 5 * , K '*T a b le t
before and after each meal and you will 
obtain prompt relief. Sold only by us, 25c
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington
HAVE GOOD HEALTH
Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the Old 
Reliable Spring Tonic.
T each me your m ood, O patient stars!
W ho clim b each night the ancient 
sky,
L eaving  on space no shade, no scars,
N o trace o f age, no fear to die.
—Em erson.
T A S T Y  D IS H E S .
When preparing a veal or any kind 
of meat loaf if two or three hard 
cooked eggs are 
placed in it, when 
it is cut the slice 
of egg will add to 
its appearance.
When mashing 
potatoes add cream 
and seasoning and 
whip them until 
light. Then add two tablespoonfuls of 
grated onion and whip again. The
flavor of onion if liked is especially
good in this dish.
When cutting bread have the slices 
thin and cut in small portions, then 
each person may take all he wants 
and there will be no broken bits as 
there are when the slices are large.
Grapefruit and Mint Ice.—Steep a 
large bunch of fresh mint in sufficient 
water to extract the flavor, strain and 
while this is cooling, boil together in 
a granite saucepan two cupfuls of 
water, one cupful of grape juice and 
two cupfuls of sugar until a thick 
sirup is formed, then add the mint 
flavoring and when cold stir in two 
stiffly beaten whites of two eggs; 
freeze to the consistency of mush and 
serve in sherbet glasses.
Puff paste rolled out and cut in lady 
finger sized pieces, sprinkle# with 
sugar and cinnamon, after brushing 
with white of egg, dusted with nuts 
and baked, makes a delicious little 
tea cake.
Grapefruit Pie.—Bake a shell as 
for a lemon pie, then make a filling 
as ifdlows: Mix one tablespoonful of 
cornstarch with a little cold water 
and a cupful of boiling water. To this 
add the juice of two grapefruits, the 
rind and juice of an orange, the 
beaten yolks of two eggs and the 
white of one with a small piece of but­
ter. Put all in the double boiler and 
cook thick, stirring all the time. When 
done put in the shell. Beat up the 
white of the second egg with two 
tablespoonfuls of sugar and spread 
over the top for a meringue. Put 
into the oven and brown. Serve very 
cold.
Garnish halves of grapefruit with 
fresh bunches of mint when serving 
as a breakfast fruit. The green adds 
greatly to its attractiveness.
VALUE OF SILAGE FOh FEED
Corn andi Clover Contain Greatest Per­
centage of Dry M atter— Roots Con­
tain 90 Per Cem Water.
Don’t let the idea that you may 
feel better in a day or twq prevent 
you from getting- a bottle of Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla today from any drug 
store and starting at once on the 
road to health and strength.
When your blood is impure and 
impoverished it lacks vitality, your 
digestion is poor, and all the func­
tions of your body are impaired.
Hood’s Sai’saparilla is the great­
est known blood tonic. It will build 
you up quicker than any other medi­
cine. It gives strength to do and 
power to endure. It is the old 
standard tried and true all-the-year- 
round blood purifier and enricher, 
tonic and appetizer. Nothing else 
acts like it, for nothing else has the 
same formula or ingredients. Be 
sure to ask for Hood’s, get it today, 
and begin taking it at once.
“ 1 Dog’S Feci Good”
That is what a lot of people tell us. 
Usually their DQwelsonly need cleansing.
will do the trick and make you feel fine. 
We know this positively. Take one 
tonight. Sold ouly by us, 10 cents.
R. H. P reb le , P h illips.
M arr ’s Drug Store, Farmington.
NEW MEASURE
IN LEGISLATURE
An Act providing for a license 
for non-resident fishermen made its 
appearance in the house Tuesday of 
l! is week, being introduced by Mr. 
Allen of Mach las. This lra.s been
expected as there has been consid­
erable talk of the needs cf such a 
measure lor some time, the move for 
a non-resident hunter’s license evi­
dently having brought it to a fo­
cus. The Allen act exempts women 
from i s provisions, and provides 
that no male person over 18 years 
of. age, not a resident of Maine, 
shall fish in the inland waters of 
the state without a license. The 
license fee is fixed at $3. Each 
license will be provided with a cou­
pon permitting the holder thereof to 
take 15 pounds of fish, caught by 
himself, out of the state. Persons 
holding licenses are required to have 
them in their possession when fish­
ing. Violations cf the act are to be 
punished by a fine not exceeding $25 
for each offense. The money re­
ceived from this source is to be ex­
pended for the propagation of inland 
fislv.
(B y  R. R. G R A V E S, D airy Departm ent, 
O regon E xperim ent Station.)
The relative value of roots, kale and 
silage—the usual sources of succu­
lence for winter feeding—depends 
upon their composition, comparative 
feeding values, cost of production, 
keeping qualities and convenience of 
feeding.
The total digestible nutrients in one 
ton of corn silage is 326 pounds. In a 
ton of red clover silage the total is 224 
pounds, but the nutritive ratio is 1 to 
6.9. while in corn it is 1 ’to 11. The 
digestible nutrients in a ton of sugar 
beets is 224 pounds, with a ratio of 1 
to 8.5. In rutabagas the total is 186 
pounds to the ton, with a ratio the 
same as that of sugar beets. The di­
gestible nutrients in a ton of kale are 
but 139 pounds, while the ratio is 
very narrow—1 to 2.8. It is also true 
that the nutrients of apple pomace 
silage are pretty high, about 216 
pounds to the ton. Their nutritive 
ratio is the widest of any of the com­
mon winter succulents, being 1 to 
15.3.
The corn and clover silage contain 
the greatest percentage of dry matter 
while kale and some of the roots con­
tain 90 per cent water. One ton of 
corn silage contains as much digesti­
ble nutrients as a ton and a half of 
sugar beets. 18 tons rutabagas or car­
rots, and 2 ? tons of kale.
H E A L T H  P R O M O T E S  H A P P IN E S S
Without health, genuine joy is im­
possible; without good digestion and 
regular bowel movement you cannot 
have health. Why neglect keeping 
bowels open and (risk being sick and 
ailing? You don’t have to. T ake 
one small Dr. King’s New Life Pill 
at night, iin the morning you wild 
have a full, free bowel movement 
and feel much better. Helps your 
appetite and digestion. Try one 
to-night.
NEW  H U N TE R 'S  LICENSE.
Mr. Herrick cf Franklin Las a new 
version of a non-resident haunter’s; 
license, grading the price so that, 
those who wish to 1 unt for all game 
during the open season for deer 
shall pay $15 and those who want 
to hunt simply for binds and small 
game shall pay $5. The act amends 
section 51 of Chapter 32 of the re­
vised statutes as amended by Chap­
ter 206 of the public laws of 1913, 
relating to non-resident hunting li­
censes. This provides for a license 
costing $15 to hunt deer, ducks, par­
tridges, woodcock and other birds 
and wild animals in their respective 
open seasons. A license costing $5 
to hunt birds and animals in their 
open seasons in Aroostook, Washing­
ton, Hancock, Penobscot, Piscataquis, 
Somerset, Franklin and Oxford up 
to October 1. It is further pro­
vided that in the counties of Andros­
coggin, Cumberland, Knox, Kennebec, 
Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo and York, 
a license of $5 may be secured to 
hunt in their respective open sea­
sons birds and wi’d animals except 
during the open' season on deer. A 
person having paid the fee cf $5 
may procure a license to hunt deer 
and other wild animals and wild birds 
i j their respective open seasons dur- 
t g  the open, season on deer by pay- 
la g an additional fee of $10. These 
licenses carry the right to ship game 
under certain restrictions.
A Good Record.
“Harold Percy doesn’t seem to have 
any difficulty in getting engaged.” “Of 
course not,” replied Miss Cayenne. 
“All the girls to whom h~ has previ­
ously been engaged wear such stun­
ning collections cf jewelry.”
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SOLEMNIZED
Ice Makes Bad W ork. Important 
Hearing to Be Held March 4.
(Special Correspondence)
Kingfield, March 1.—Mr. and Mrs. 
Freemont Scamman of Phillips were 
here Saturday and Sunday visiting 
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Wing.
Miss Nellie Green leaf visited rel­
atives jii Farmington, Saturday, Sun­
day and Monday.
The Kingfield High school have 
scheduled games with Strong High 
school for April 24 at Strong, May 
22 at Kingfield.
Mrs. F. B. Hutchins and niece, 
Thelma French were in Farming- 
ton Monday.
Miss Fannie Brackley, who has 
been working for Mrs. Herbert Walk­
er, has returned to her home in 
Strong.
Mir. and Mrs. Everett Knapp of 
Phillips were guests Sunday of Mr. 
Knapp’s brother R. D. Knapp and 
mother, Mrs. Cora Knapp.
Marcus Holway of Malden has en­
gaged the John Butterfield rent up 
stairs, and expects to move there 
with his family in March.
Mrs. Girl an do Durrell and little 
daughter Ola, have been quite sic-k 
for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker will 
celebrate their silver wedding at 
Eld ridge’s hall Saturday night, March 
6, following the usual picture show, 
dancing will begin at 9.45 as usual. 
A general invitation is extended to 
ail. '
Miss Lelia Hunneweli. has been 
elected alternate delegate of the D. 
A. R. Chapter of Solon, to the Con­
tinental Congress which, meets at 
Washington, D. C., April 19 to 21.
Hr. and M|rs. Will Dyer of New 
Portland visited their niece, Mrs. 
Ellen' Small last week. Mr. Dyer, 
who is over 80 drove over a spirit­
ed horse, which he remarked might 
be safe for a woman to drive if it 
were driven every day.
Mrs. C. C. Barden has been sick 
in bed for a week.
Preliminary prize speaking for 
Kingfield High school will be held 
a." French’s hail, Thursday, February 
11.
The Kingfield High school class 
parts have been assigned as follows: 
Valedictorian, Florence Cummings; 
Salutatorian, Hilda Bradbury; proph­
ecy, Lena Page; History, Carlton 
Wood; Presentation of Gifts, Lilia 
Durrell; Essay, Shirley Merchant; Es­
say, Mabel Gaitohell; Oration, Philip 
Porter.
The village schorl's were closed 
Monday forenoon to permit the older 
pupils and teachers to attend the 
annua] town meeting.
A 9-pourd daughter was born to 
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Barden Thursday 
morning, February 25.
Miss Flora Norton, Colby College 
Class ’17 has been elected delegate 
front the Tri-Delta Society of that 
college to attend the National Con­
vention held at San Francisco in 
August of this year.
A petition has been circulated by O. 
C. Dolhier and generally signed by 
citizens here, to restore the law re­
stricting the catch to 10 trout or sal­
mon on any of the three ponds, 
Tufts, Grindstone and Dutton in the 
town of Kimgfie)ld; also a petition 
to reopen to fishing the Carrabasset 
<river and its tributaries above the 
bridge at Bigelow and that The 
•Great Northern Paper Company be 
required to build fishways. The 
hearing on these petitions is set 
for March 4. The need of this 
law on the ponds is on account of 
their being fished so extensively and 
never adequately stocked. As re­
gards the upper Carrabasset, the 
small trout have become so numerous 
and the feed so limited that fish do 
not reach any size, whereais when 
the stream was open they were larg­
er and the fishing always good.
Miss Agnes O. Hersey, ,a noted 
reader, will give an entertainment 
at French’® ball1 Monday evening, 
March 8. Miss Hersey comes very
A Warning—to feel tired before 
exertion is not laziness—It’s a sign 
that the system lacks vitality, and 
needs the tonic effect of Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. Sufferers should not 
delay. Get rid of that tired feel­
ing by beginning to take Hood’s Sar­
saparilla today.
highly recommended and wherever 
she gives an entertainment it has 
the highest praise. In connection 
with the reading there will be vocal 
and instrumental music by home tal­
ent.
The wedding reception of Mr. and 
Mrs. Simeon Vance was held at El- 
dridge’s hall, Tuesday evening, Feb­
ruary 23 from 8.30 until 11.30 and 
was attended by 150 people. The 
entertainment consisted of music on 
the Grafanola by Freeland Savage, 
games and dancing with music by 
Miss Emma Dolbier and Roscoe 
Tufts. The bride was pretitliily 
dressed in white silk chiffon over 
white silk trimmed with pale blue. 
Refreshments of peanuts, assorted 
candies, punch and cigars were serv­
ed. Mrs. Percy Wilbur and Miss 
Esther Savage cousins of the bride, 
presided at the punch bowls and 
Mrs. A. E. Savage and Mrs. Forrest 
Cooley passed the peanuts and candy. 
There were many pretty and useful 
gifts chief among Which were: A 
large hand-painted Sawyer print of 
Mt. Abram and the Carrabasset 
taken near the bride's childhood 
home, from her mother, Mrs. Aliece 
Myers; a hand-painted print of Ca­
thedral Pines and money from the 
Jenkins & Bogert mill hands; the 
Rebekahs and Odd Fellows, orders 
to which the bridal couple belonged, 
gave table linen to the value of $10; 
the Pythian Sisters of which Mrs. 
Vance is a member gave silver 
ware, a pickle fork, gravy ladle, two 
table spoons and one-half dozen tea 
spoons; the four aunts of the bride, 
Mrs. Della Savage, Mgs. Bertha Tay­
lor, Mrs. Mina Landers, Mrs. Alma 
Dolbier gave half a dozen knives 
and forks; nine cousins who reside 
here, Freeland Savage, EJsther Sav­
age, Ralph Eaton, Sibyl Landers, 
Merle Furber, Bernard Taylor, Gien- 
ville Taylor, Mrs. Percy Wilbur, Mrs. 
Harland Morrell, gave silver, four 
dessert spoons, pie knife, sugar shells 
and one-half dozen tea spoons. Be­
sides these gifts there were several 
individual gifts and a sum of money. 
In behalf of the bride and groom A. 
E. Sl.vage, an uncle thanked the 
orders, relatives and friends for the 
presents. Miss Bessie Myers and 
Simeon Vance, both of Kingfield 
were married Sunday morning, Feb- 
| ruary 21, at East New Portland by 
| Rev. Leonard Hutchins, making the 
! two hundredth marriage ceremony 
i pieirformed by this clergyman. Rev.
forced through the intervale of R.
D. Knapp and dynamite was used to 
open a channel to let the flood by. 
From the village to Stephen Pullen’s 
a distance of one and one-half miles 
the river is still jammed full of ice. 
Below through New' Portland it is 
cleared in places. At or near the 
Geo. Gordon farm be/Low the falls 
the ice has been washed into the 
highway to a jlepth of ten or twelve 
feet.
j of thfe bride Mr. and Mrs. Dan Ab- 
| bott, all of their children and all 
; of the grandchildren except one 
| Five of the grandchildren have been 
married within a year by him. Mr. 
land Mrs. Vance left Wednesday for 
' their new home at Blianey Ridge 
j B., where Mr. Vance lias charge of 
j his father’s farm. Mr. Vance has 
I been in town ten years or more.
I The bride is the youngest daughter 
! of Mrs. Alice Myers and lias always 
j resided here. The best wishes of 
! their many firiendis are extended to 
the bridal couple for much happin 
ess in their future home.
The ice left the upper part of the 
Carrabasset Thursday, February 25, 
and the bridge belonging to S. J. 
(Wyman at Spring Farm was taken 
OL»t some time Thursday night. It 
left the tream between Carrabasset 
and Bigelowr Wednesday night or 
Thursday morning. A little before 
5 o’clock Thursday p. m. the ice 
broke up in the North branch of the 
Carabasset and the main stream at 
this village. For twenty minutes 
or more the river of ice was a rag­
ing torrent. Below the dam which 
is in the center of the village it 
quickly formed a heavy gorge and 
backed the w'afer over the dam 
raising the stream about ten feet 
at this point. Meanwhile the West 
branch partly broke up and dammed 
at the Lord bridge in such a j 
ner as to threaten that structure, 
but later dynamite was used and 
obstructing ice partly cleared out. 
Beilow the village the water was
PHILLIPS DRUGGIST
praise from Phillip® people for in­
troducing here tlb© simple buckthorn 
bark and glycerine mixture, known 
as Adler-i-ka. This simple German 
remedy first (became famous by cur- 
iim appendicitis' and it has now been 
duscoered that A Single Dose re­
move® sour stomach, gas on the 
stomach, and constipation INSTANT­
LY.
F IR E  A S S O C IA T IO N OF P H IL A D E L -
• P H IA .
Assets Dec. 31, 1914.
Real Estate, $738,696.12
Mortgage Loans, 1,937,761.66
Collateral Loans, 145,576.00
Stocks and Bonds, 5,206,644.54
Cash in Office and Bank, 620,512.74
Agents’ Balances, 726,806.02
Interest and Rents, 113,775.30
Gross Assets, $9,389,772.38
Deduct Items not
admitted, 283,295.64
Admitted Assets, $9,106,476.74
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1914.
Net Unpaid Losses, $479,764.02
Unearned Premiums, 5,549,447.56
All other Liabilities, 74,493.07
Cash Capital, 750,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 2,252,772.09
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $9,106,476.74
T H E  H O M E  IN S U R A N C E  CO.,
N E W  Y O R K .
Assets Dec. 31, 1914.
Mortgage Loans, $5,500.00
Stocks and Bonds, 31,820,013.67
Cash in Office and
Bank, 2,161,179.98
Agents’ Balances, 2,991,902.97
Bills Receivable, 105,973.27
Interest and Rents, 250,635.00
Gross Assets,
— ~---------- :—
$37,3,35,204.89
Deduct items not
admitted, 2,021,665.62
Admitted Assets, $35,313,639.27
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1914.
Net Unpaid Losses, $1,554,384.79
Unearned Premiums, 14,268,024.00
(All other Liabilities, 787,656.32
| Cash Capital, 6,00,0000.00
Conflagration Surplus, 2,000,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 10,703,474.16
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $35,313,539.27
N E W  E N G L A N D  C A S U A L T Y  CO.,
BO STO N, MASS.
Assets Dec. 31, 1914.
Real Estate, $10,997.79
Mortgage Loans, 43,050.00
Stocks and Bonds, 1,809,802.95
Cash in Office and Bank, 93,442.79
Agents’ Balances, 473,372.29
Interest and Rents, 17,798.64
All other Assets, 46,244.46
Gross Assets, $2,494,708.92
Deduct items not
admitted, 273,449.57
Admitted Assets, $2,221,259.35
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1914.
Net Unpaid Losses, $377,324.21
Unearned Premiums, '  622,288.23
All other Liabilities, 112,787.68
Casli Capital, 1,000,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 108,859.23
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $2,221,259.35
Albert G. Judkins, Farmi ngton
, Harold A. Tucker, Farmington
James N. Munroe, North Jay
Geo. M. Esty, Rangeley
Merl A. Butts, Stratton
Winfield R. Vinimg, Strong
Maine Woods W ill Keep You In-
and Game Laws of the State. Sub
•crlbe Now and Keep Posted.
W ant for Customers. T ry  It.
A Food and Nerve Tonic
is frequently required by old age. We 
always recommend
Olive Oil 
Emulsion
containing Jlypophosphitea
as an ideal combination for this purpose.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
W O R M S  IN CHILDREN
Worms are a danger to the health of 
a child. Make sure that such is not the 
case with your child.
Signs of worms in children 
are: Deranged s t o m a c h ,  
swollen upper l i p ,  s o u r  
stomach, offensive breath, 
hard and full belly with oc 
casional gripings and pains 
'about the navel, pale face 
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, 
twitching eyelids, itching of the nose, 
itching of the rectum, short dry cough, 
grinding of the teeth, little red points 
sticking out on tongue, starting during 
sleep, slow fever.
If at all doubtful, make certain of 
health by using Dr. True’s Elixir, the 
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller. 
It's the one best thing for regulating 
the stomach and bowels and expelling 
worms. At your druggist’s, 35c, 50c 
and $1JD0. Advice free. Special treat­
ment for tapeworms. Send for book.
<7
PR O B A TE NO TIC ES.
At a Probate Court held at Farming-ton, in and 
for the County of Franklin, on the third Tuesday 
of February, in the year o f our Lord one thou^ 
sand nine hundred and fifteen.
Thefollowing mattershaving been presented for 
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is 
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all persons in­
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Maine 
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in said 
County, that they may appear at a Probate Court 
to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tues­
day of March, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon and be heard thereon if they see cause,
William C. Walker, late of Phillips, deceasee 
Petitiou for widow’s allowance, presented by 
Hannah M. Walker.
. J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
VV true copy.
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher. Register.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has 
been duly appointed Administrator o f the estate 
of
George W. Hewey, late of Phillips, 
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de­
mands against the estate o f said deceased are de­
sired to present the same for settlement, and all 
indebted thereto are requested to make payment 
immediately.
William B. Butler.
.1 February 16. 1915.
NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he ; 
has been duly appointed Administrator of the 
estate o f
Adaline Thomas, late of Kingfield, 
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- 1 
mands against the estate o f said deceased are de­
sired to present the same for settlement, and all j 
indebted thereto are requested to make payment 
immediately.
Leon A. Thomas.
Feb. 16. 1915.
N O TIC E.
The suscriber hereby gives notice that he has 
been duly appointed Administrators of the estate 
of
Tlieron B, Hunter, late of Strong, 
in the County of Franklin, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de­
mands against the estate of said deceased are de­
sired to present the same for settlement, and all 
indebted thereto are requested to make payment 
immediately.
Philip D. Stubbs.
February 16, 1915-
C A L E D O N IA N  IN S U R A N C E  CO.,
E D IN B U R G H ,  S C O T L A N D
Assets Dec. 31, 1914.
Real Estate, $525,000.00
Stocks and Bond®, 1,362,745.00 1
Cash in Office and Bank, 113,025.96 
Agents’ Balances, 285,812.97 \
Interest and Rents, 10,818.70,
Gross Assets, 
Deduct items not 
admitted,
$2,297,402.63
13,361.46
Admitted Assets, $2,284,041.17 j
Liabilities Dec. 
Net Unpaid Losses, 
Unearned Premiums, 
All other Liabilities, 
Surplus over all 
Liabilities,
31, 1914.
$186,548.98
1,460,252.59
37,000.00
600,239.60
Total Liabilities and 
Surplus, $2,284,041.17
S U N  IN S U R A N C E  O F F IC E
Assets Dec. 31, 1914.
Real Estate, $171,925.04
Stocks and Bonds, 3,979,914.21
Cash in Office and Bank, 285,765.39 
Agents’ Balances, 508,575.60
Interest and Rents, 53,370.24
All other Assets, 38,074.96
Gross Assets, 
Deduct items not 
admitted,
$5,037,625.44
429,212.22
Admitted Assets, $4,608,413.22
Liabilities Dec. 
Net Unpaid losses, 
Unearned Premiums, 
All other Liabilities, 
Surplus over all 
Liabilities,
31, 1914.
$320,480.49
2,913,780.06
77,995.30
1,296,157.37
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $4,608,413.22
Voter & Knowlton, Agents,
Farmington, Maine.
No. Franklin 
Marble Works
PJiillips, Moine.
M onum ents, Headstones, 
Tablets, M antle Shelves, 
and
C em etery W ork  o f  all K inds
Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.
P H IL L IP S  - ME.
All orders by mail or in person 
promptly attended to.
Phillips Hardware Co.
f i  eeui q u arters  for everything 
in the h ardw are  line ✓
Lumbermen’s and Blacksmiths 
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores, 
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport­
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish, 
Moresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil, 
Automobile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest spot cash 
prices and pive our customers the 
benefit of the same.
Phillips Hardware Co.
Puffs,
Mattresses,
Pillows.
ALSO
Furniture o f  All Kinds
C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips, - Maine
and
STRONG - MAINE.
5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp- 
wood wanted, delivered at any statioi 
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R. 
between Farmington and Rangeley and 
between Strong and Salem.
A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me.
E. C. Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.
P h illip s, Mainel
Both ’Phones
J. BLAINE MORRISON
Attorney - a t - Law
Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life InsurtM»
D r. W .  J. Carter,
DENTIST’
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5. Evening« bj 
appointment.
U N IT E D  S TA TE S  CASUALTY CO,
80 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
CITY, NEW YORK.
Assets Dec. 31, 1914.
Real Estate, $250.00
Morgage Loans, 295,500.01
Stocks and Bonds, 2,510,347.34
Cash in Office and Bark, 100,754.38
Agents’ Balances, 2,933.35
Premiums in course of
collection, 302,829.81
Interest and Rents, 19,303.27
All other Assets, 31,957.98
Gross Assets, $3,263,870.13
Deduct items not 
admitted, 312,573.94
Admitted Assets, $2,951,302.19
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1914.
Net Unpaid Losses, $392,486.00
Unearned ‘Premiums, 1.023,185.42
All other Liabilities, 285,630.77
Cash Capital, 500,000.00
Surplus over all 
Liabilities, 750,000.00
Total Liabilities and
$2,951,302.19Surplus,
M A I N E  W O O D S , P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E ,  M ARCH 4, 1915.
If You Trade
Out Of Town
And We Trade
Out Of Town
What Will Happen 
To Our Town
THINK THIS OVER
Such a Fresh 
Clean Sensation
In the mouth after you take a Dys- 
pep-let. Just try one. Crush it be­
tween your teeth and swallow it 
slowly. You can almost immediately 
feel its beneficial effect. Your stom­
ach seems to say “That’s just the help 
I needed for my big task of diges­
tion.” Dys-pep-lets sweeten and 
strengthen the stomach, prevent 
sourness and gas inflation and pro­
mote the natural functions. In no 
other way can you ensure so much 
stomach comfort as by buying and 
using a ten cent box of Dys-pep-lets.
WHY WOMEN SUFFER
Many Phillips Women are Learning the
Cause
guest of friends in Phillips. She
went to Rangeley Monday wfhere she 
will visit her sister, Mrs. Herbert 
Moore and family for a time. Mass 
Lona Moores accompanied 'her.
Geo. Thompson and Howard Gates 
we(re dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
W. E. Gates recently.
Mrs. Wm. Hood returned home 
from Bell’s hospital, Strong, 'last
Tuesday. She is gaining nicely.
Dr. Bell of Strong was a profes­
sional caller on the Hill recently.
The heavy rain of last week lias 
settled the snow a good deal, and 
left the roads very icy. February 
lias been an unusually warm month, 
only one morning for the month with 
the thermometer below zero on the 
Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. N. Plaisted 
have been quite ill with colds the 
past week.
Mrs. Geo. Hoed suffereid a slight 
shock last Sunday and is very ill. 
Misses Alice and Edith Hood, who 
were working in the village, were 
called home owing to the serious ill­
ness of their mother, and will re­
main for a time to help care for 
her.
Women often suffer, not knowing the 
cause.
Backache, headache, dizziness, ner­
vousness.
Irregular urinary passages, weakness 
languor—
Each a torture of itself.
Together hint at weakened kidneys.
Strike at the root—get to the cause.
No other remedy more highly endor­
sed than Doan's Kidney Pills.
Recommended by thousands—
Endorsed at home.
Here’s convincing testimony from a 
Phillips citizen.
“ My back has pained me constantly 
for six months and was yery stiff and 
¡sore,”  says Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, of 
Phillips. “ I was tired most of the 
time. On a friend's advice, I got 
Doan’s Kidney Pills. After using two 
boxes, the pains and tired feeling left 
me. Doan’s Kidney Pills have my 
highest endorsement.”
Price, 50c, at all dealers. Don’t 
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get 
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that 
Mrs. Kennedy had. Foster-Milburn 
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
REPLIES TO
EVANS LETTER
ia.r with, the situation and above suis- 
plcion of a desire to wave the Bloody 
Shiirt, who ike the same ground as 
was taken by the Journal. That 
tills spirit was what depleted the 
I game in Maine and exterminated the 
| wild pigeons, is a new idea. ,S. W. 
Evans is barking up the wrong tree. 
The Biddeford Journal believes in 
the conservation of all natural re­
sources, including fish and game 
and to this end the fisih and game 
laws /should be strictly and impar­
tially enforced, but ft does not be- 
j lieve residents should be required to 
pay a special direct tax for a priv- 
! ilege for which they are already tax- 
j ed indirectly.
T H E  STANDARD AC C ID EN T  
SURANCE CO., 
D E T R O IT , M ICH.
IN-
FREEMAN CENTRE
Feb. 24.
Mrs. Marie Harris and daughter 
Christine, of Strong visited at Mr. 
ad Mrs. Roscoe Vining’s Friday 
»Ed Saturday.
Rev. and Mrs. Geo. B. Ninde of 
Strong visited at F. M. Weymouth’s 
Thursday.
Mrs. Annie Thompson is doing 
housework for Mrs. Alex Campbell.
Mrs. Alex Campbell visited her 
Bister, Mrs. Arthur Clank last week.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Pennell have sold their farm to Alien Brackley.
'The children of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Butts and Warren Brackley 
have been having whooping cough 
hat are better at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Weymouth and 
little Ruth visited their daughter, 
Gelia at Kingfield Sunday and also 
attended church.
A strong effort will be made to 
have religions services at our church 
here this spring.
Eland Webster and Mrs. Webster 
are selling off their stock, furniture 
and other collateral preparatory' to 
leaving us for Massachusetts. Sorry 
to have them go.
Mrs. I. P. Savage has been called 
to Litchfield by the severe illness 
of her brother, Henry A. Smith. 
Master Henry Savage is at Arthur 
Savage’s in Farmington while Mrs. 
Savage is in Litchfield.
WELD
Feb. 23. 
visiting in
EAST MADRID
1
Kit-
WEST FREEMAN
March 1.
Our Thimble Club met last week 
ffith a goodly number present and 
in Enthusiastic meeting.
F. E. B.
We heard a man say the other 
morning that the abbreviation for 
February—Feb.—means Freeze every
hxly, and that man looked frozen 
Id his ulster. It was apparent that 
k* needed the kind of warmth that 
*tays, the warmth that reaches from 
head to foot, all over the body*. We could have told him. from personal 
knowledge that Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
8iver permanent warmth, it invlgor- 
a,es the blood and speeds it along 
through, artery and vein, and really I 
fits m©n and women, boys and girls, | 
to enjoy cold weather and resist 
the attacks of disease. It gives 
the right kind of warmth, stimula­
te and strengthens at the same 
tinie, and all its benefits are last- 
tog. There may be a suggestion 
to this for you.
March 1.
Miss Flossie Gould was taken to 
the St. Marie’s hospital last Satur­
day for treatment, by her sister, 
Miiga Fern Gould, who returned to 
Phillips that night.
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Mecham are 
both ill with the grip.
Among those who have been ill 
are Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McLaughlin, 
N D. Wing and Mrs. Alonzo Corson.
Heavy **ain storm® in this section 
two days of last week.
Sidney Reed is visiting at N. D. 
Wing’s.
Albert Coffren is boarding at An­
drew Keene's and doing his chores.
Orris Vose closed camp in the 
woods last Tuesday, where he has 
done a big lumbering operation this 
winter.
W. F. Sweetser, Ezra Wheeler and 
Albert Coffren worked on the rail­
road on Davenport flat last Satur­
day.
J. H. Welt® was a guest recently 
a: Lucian Warren’s.
Mrs. Martin Barrett is 
| Boston.
Mr. J. P. Barrett preached a de- 
I lightful sermon at the Union church 
February 21.
Mrs. Abley Mclntire, who has been 
visiting relatives in Peru, returned 
! home recently.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Wyman and 
; daughter returned from Diekvale 
Monday.
Verne Conant and Caroline 
tiredge were united in marriage, Feb­
ruary 22, by Rev. C. L. Woodtworth.
Ralph Master man went to Boston 
! Tuesday to visit friend®.
There will be a union service at 
the Baptist church in the morning, 
February 28, with Rev. J. J. Hull as 
pastor. In the evening the union 
service will be at the Congregational 
church.
The High school began again Tues­
day after four days’ vacation.
A concert will be held at the 
church Friday.
TAYLOR HILL
March 1.
Dexter Hutchins was a guest of his 
brother, Chas. Hutchins one day last 
week.
Miss Lona Moore has returned 
from a visit in Salem.
Miss Patia Moores was a week end
No Use to T ry  and W ear Out Your 
Cold it W ill W ear You Out 
Instead.
The following is taken from the 
Biddeford Journal of recent date in 
reply to an article sent by S. W.
Evans to be published in the Maine 
Woods:
One S. W. Evan®, sex, occupation 
and residence unknown, in a letter 
to the editor of Maine Woods, takes : 
the Biddeford Journal to task for 
its attitude on the proposal for a 
resident hunter’s license in Maine.
Quoting the Journal’s statement to 
the effect that “ there are some 
things to which we, a® citizens of 
thus state are entitled,”  among them 
being the privilege of fishing in our 
own lakes and streams and hunting 
in our own forests, our critic says:
Fifty years ago we used to hear 
considerable of this kind of talk by 
our friends south of Mon son and Dix­
on’s line; but it has been reserved 
for one of my native state to at­
tempt to revive 'this spirit, which it 
.was to be hoped for the good of 
all, had received its quietus. This 
spirit, Mr. Editor, is just what has 
depleted the good state of Maine 
of so much of its game. This is | empire> 
what exterminated the wild pigeons, 
once so numerous in the state.
While the editor of the Journal 
regrets that he should have created 
an impression' in the mind of any­
body that he was trying to revive 
the old state’s rights issue, he i® 
consoled by the fact that, judging by 
the recent legislative hearing on 
this proposition, there are many o'fche 
abler tnen in the state, more famil-
Assets Dec. 31, 1914. 
Mortgage Loan®, $124,900.00
Collateral Loans, 23,316.23
Stocks and Bonds, 4,090,615.10
Cash in Ofifce and Bank, 211,739.47 
Agents’ Balances, 485,794.82
Interest and Rents, 76,424.41
Gross Assets, 
Deduct items not 
admitted,
Admitted Assets,
Liabilities Dec. 
Net Unpaid Losses, 
Unearned Premiums, 
All other Liabilities, 
Cash Capital,
¡Surplus over all 
Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and 
Surplus,
$5,012,790.03
82,459.82
$4,930,330.21
31, 1914.
$1,412,495.39
1,191,106.07
228,563.79
1,000,000.00
1,098,164.96
$4,930,330.21
Japan’s Unpaved Streets.
Although most of the cities in Japan 
have good sidewalks, modern street 
paving Is practically unknown in the
People Ask Us
What is the best laxative? Years of 
experience in selling all kinds leads us 
to always recommend
as the safest, surest and most satisfac­
tory. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M arr’s Drug Store. Farmington.
r
Delicate Children
usually only need a food tonic to make 
them strong and healthy
0 l i v e 0 i l
E m u lsio n
’ containing Hypophosphites
is not only the best food tonic but is 
pleasant to take. Sold only by us.
R. H. Preble, Phillips.
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
Thousands keep on suffering 
Coughs and Colds through neglect 
and delay. Why make yourself 
an easy prey to serious ailments and 
epidemics as the result of a neglect­
ed Cold? Coughs and Colds sap 
your strength and vitality unles® 
checked in the early stages. Dr. 
King’s New' Discovery is what you 
need—the first dose helps. Your 
head clears up, you breathe freely 
and you feel iso much better. Buy 
a bottle to-day and start taking at 
once.
Brighten YourHome 
And Make It More 
Attractive.
W ALL PAPER
. For This Purpose In 
Great Variety At
C. E. DYER’S,
S T R O N G , M A IN E .
M A IN E  W O O D S , P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN  E, M A R C H  4, 1915.
IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
¡Mrs. Bertha Myers Kempt on, who 
has been in the family of Mr. and 
Mrs. Wesley Kemp ton since Christ­
mas has returned to her home in 
Kingfiield to be present at the wed­
ding of her sister, Bessie Elva Myers 
to Mr. Simeon Vance. They were 
married Sunday morning, February 
21 at East New Portland, by Rev, 
Leonard Hutchins, which made the 
two-hundredth marriage ceremony he 
has performed-
The entertainment committee for 
Children’s Night, request that a.ll the 
little folks come dressed to represent 
some Mother Goose rhyme.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Look of Strong 
were the Sunday guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charlie E. Dill.
Miss Georgine Wi'l'bur went to 
Portland last Tuesday morning, 
where she will be the guest of rela­
tives and friends for ten days.
The Christmas Present Club met 
with Mrs. C. E. Parker Monday after­
noon of this week. Refreshments 
were served. Mrs. H. B. Austin 
will be the next hostess.
Miss Mollie Hescock of Boston is 
passing a few weeks’ vacation with 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Hes­
cock.
The many friends of Mr. Benjamin 
Dodge, who has been at Dr. Bell’s 
hospital in Strong, will be pleased 
tc learn, that he is recovering from 
a very critical operation, lias im­
proved so that he has returned to 
his home in Farmington. Tuesday, 
last, he was able to be out on the 
street for a .short time.
County Attorney Thomas Austin 
of Farmington was in Phillips Tues­
day.
Mrs. C. E. Parker plans to go to 
Stratton Thursday of this week, 
where she will be the guest cf her 
son, Floyd E. Parker and family for 
two weeks.
Messrs. Wesley Beedy of Weld 
and Herbert Beedy of Dixfield were 
dinner guests of their sister, Mrs. 
Will True; also her brother in town, 
Mr. Dexter Beedy.
Mrs. Carl Beedy was the hostess 
of a sewing club one day last week.
Social Service Club will meet in 
the Parish House Tuesday afternoon, 
March 9, at 2 o’clock. Every lady 
bring needle, thimble and scissors.
Children’s Night will be held in 
Odd Fellows hall, Saturday evening, 
March 6, supper being served at the 
hall at 6.30 p. m., followed by an 
entertainment. This night includes 
ah Odd Fellows and all Rebekahs and 
their families and in the invitation 
is extended to alt the above named. 
A baked bean supper will' he served 
and all those who have not been so­
licited from, are requested to bring 
pastry, pickles and cheese, in pro­
portion to the number in their fam­
ily attending.
i The Jr. O. A. M. will meet this 
Friday evening, March 5, at Wil­
lows Hotel. 'The ladies are also in­
vited and they hope to see a large 
number of the order present. Past 
Counselors, C. E. Berry, G. W. Grov­
er, G. L. Dakin and others will be 
expected to give some remarks.
Remember the “ Great Plummer 
Breach of Promise Case” and dance, 
at McLeary’s hall, Strong, Tuesday 
evening, March 9.
Last Sunday morning two Adult 
Bible classes were organized in the 
Methodist Sunday school, one for 
men and one for women. The men’s 
class elected W. S. Toothaker as 
its teacher and the women’s class 
elected Miss Crowell. The various 
officers of these diferent classes 
were also elected and the work 
began with a large attendance in 
each class. The members were very 
enthusiastic over this new method 
of work and there is prospect for 
good work in the future along these 
lines. Thus far there are three 
organized classes in this Sunday 
school and prospects of several more 
a little later on.
The regular monthly business meet­
ing o,f the Epworth League will be 
held at the close of the prayer 
meeting this evening.
THE
WIDOW JONES SUITS
For Boys and Young Men
New designs, new fabrics. 
The new styles are in for 
Spring. We do not know of 
any better suits for the boys 
than the Widow Jones.
All suits are made in first 
class manner and in the latest 
fashions. A large mending 
piece goes with each suit to­
gether with extra buttons. 
See the new styles any time.
A t T h e  C loth in g  Store
D. F. H O Y T ,
N o . 5» B e a l B lo c k , P h il l ip s , M e ,
Agency for Universal Steam Laundry 
Open Saturday Evenings.
Prof, and Mrs. F. M. Hammond are 
stopping with the latter’s* parents, 
Mr. and Mrs, Rufus B-eede for a few 
weeks, on account of the poor health 
of Mrs. Hammond.
Merton Hardy was elected as del­
egate from the Methodist Sunday 
school to attend the Boys’ Confer­
ence, to be belld in Portland this 
week.
AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
The Sedgeley Si ore
H
Preble's Laxative Syrup is the 
ideal laxative for your children. Only 
25 cents a bottle at R. H. Preble’s 
drug store, Phillips, Maine.
Try the different brands of c'of- 
fee at Edigar R. Toothaker’s. One 
particular kind 22 cents per pound; 
five pounds for $1.00.
Catch, onto the Goodyear rubbers 
at C. M. Hoyt’s. They are the 
kind to keep your feet dry.
Interesting pictures of the ice 
flood on Davenport flat can be pro­
cured at A. G. Cronkhite’s. Your 
friends away will he glad to get 
one.
C. F. Chandler & Son have the 
newest patterns in wall paper. Goods 
are now on the road to replenish sev­
eral of their line of goods.
Of the several kinds of bread you 
have sampled do you find a better 
quality than Ward’s? George Bean 
has i.t for sale; received fre>sh three 
tim.es a week. #
You will find the newest things 
in spring dress gcods at C. H. 
McKenzie’s. All the novelties of 
:be season.
The Phillips Hardware Co., has a 
fine line of Reed's four-coated white 
and white enamel ware, the most 
sanitary and up-to-date ware on the 
market.
'The Sedgeley Store is showing a 
crash for 19 cents a yard that is 
well worth buying.
See the new Ralston Oxfords with 
white rubber soles at D. F. Hoyt’s.
Home Dressmaking Week
A n event fo r  practical w om en. E very  w eek  in March 
is sew ing  w eek fo r  som e fam ily . H ere are the goods. 
And nearly every m onth w e receive  new  good s— Feb. it 
was w eb  goods, M arch it w ill be garm ents, A pril shoes, 
May underw eab and hoisery.
Bates Crepes
Crepes in white and colors 
Wool Crepes,
Roman strips
Roman striped silk 65
Suesine silk in all colors 
Poplin in all colors
Gingham 6, 8,
Seersucker for house-dresses, all colors
Percale, 36-inch
Flaxon, for white dresses
Lingerie Crinkle, for underwear
Long Cloth 10, 12 1-2,
Curtain Muslin, plain net or colored border
Silkoline
Veiling, chiffon and net
Crash 6, 8, 10, 12 1-2,
Dragon 26-inch unbleached cotton, drops to 
Lockwood 36-inch 
Lockwood 40-inch
NOTE. We introduce a new unbleached Seaisland sheeting.. 
This sheeting is smoother, heavier and whiter than the Lockwood. 
The 36-inch sells for 7 cents and 40-inch for 8 cents.
4 Per Cent Interest
Rates of interest on the 
best grade of bonds and 
notes are higher than they 
have averaged for the past 
ten years.. This in turn 
enables this bank to pay 
more interest to its depos­
itors.
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914, 
and until further notice,
4 per cent, interest will 
be paid on Savings Depart­
ment Accounts.
Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
CREPE CHIFFON
In W hite and Colors, - 15 Cents a yard
BATES GINGHAM & J 21-2c.
VOGUE PERCALES A YARD
And nothing can be bought in 
Cottons that is any better than 
L O C K W O O D
36 and 40 in., B and A at 6 1-2 
and 7 cents a yard.
TRY
I B E A N ’ S !
HOME CANNED 
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
ORANGES NUTS
DANDELION GREENS 
BEET GREENS
I PICKLED BEETS
PICKLED CUKES
j  CORN PEAS BEANS
I\
m
I««■
I
m
$■a
J
ButtericK Patterns in  StocK
e. M. HOYT,
No. 2, Beal BlocR, P h illip s , M e. Farm ers’ Tel.
A  G reat L in e
Breakfast Foods, Teas, Coffees, Cocoas 
T O O T H A K E R ’S C A SH  STORE
Dyspepsia Tablets
Will Relieve Your Indigestion
R. H. Preble, Phillips. 
M arr’s Drug Store, Farmington.
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR 
Pulpw ood delivered at 
any point on line o f  Sandy 
River and R angeley Lakes 
Railroad.
H A L E Y  & F IE L D
Phillips, Maine
High Grade
Watch Repairing
WE D O  A LOT 
BECAUSE  
WE D O  IT WELL
A. G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS. ME.
25 cents
10, 15, 18 and 25c 
69 cents 
17 and 25 cents 
cents, 1.00 and 1.25 
39 cents 
25 cents 
10 and 12 1-2 cents 
15 cents 
10 and 12 1-2 cents 
15 and 25 cents 
15 and 18 cents 
15, 20 and 25 cents 
10 to 25 cents 
12 1 2 cents 
25 cents 
15, 19 and 50 cents 
5 cents 
6 1-2 cents 
7 cents.
